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WIND AND WATER
RAGE IN OHIO VALLEY
FORTY MILE WIND TIES AND BARGES
TEARS DOWN WIRES GO DOWN IN OHIO
Paducah and Other Kentucky Rivermen Secure Most of Craft
and Tennessee Cities Cut Off to the Bank and Thus Pre.
From Communication With
the World Outside.
'mix • DAMAGE OTHERWISE
Terrific describe, the wind, with
which the cold wave was useered in-
to western Kentucky late Saturday
afternoon, accompanied with driving
rain. Little 'damage, aside from put-
ting a couple of hundred telephones
temporarily out of commission, was
done in this county, but falling trees
around Central City and to the south
and west of Paducah crippled the
telegraph service for 24 bourse de-
layed trains and played havoc with
unstable buildings and fences.
'About 4:30 o'clock after a day of
gusty wind and lowering clouds, the
wind suddenly attained a velocity of
approximately 40 miles an hour.
Buildings trembled and trees and
poles waved menacingly. The intense
velocity lasted but a .few minutes
and a drenching rain set in and con-
tinued until after 8 o'clock when the
fast falling temperature put an end
to it. The wind continued all night
and all day Sunday in gusts, clear-
ing the sky and giving the sun - a
chance to shine.
Fortunately for river men the
morning breeze warned them and
the boats were all made secure and
no damage was done.
Sunday morning found everything
clear and bright around Paducah
with the temperature some 40 de-
grees lower than Saturday. Toe
river was the roughest it has .been
in months.
The wind of the late afternoon
tangled telephone and electric light
wires. Superintendent Keebier of the
city lighting plant reports no lamps
broken and comparatively little in-
convenience to the service. Both the
home and Cumberland Telephone
companies had numerous complaints
of local lines, but today they have
put every instrument back in com-
mission. The county and long dist-
ance lines seem not to. have been af-
fected.
Early in the night trouble was
experieneed by both telegraph com-
panies and by midnight the Postal's
wire to Nashville had ceased work-
ing, while the Western Union had
otely one poor little wire to St.bouis
haltingly handling messages. It is ex-
pected that all the breaks will be fix-
ed by tonight. The Pad-ucah district
of both syetems Is all right.
Memphis. Louisville, Evansville,
Cairo and the mallet cities in south-
ern Indiana and Illinois and Ken-
tucky and Tennessee--were cut off
from communication with the out-
side world Saturday night, though
the damage otherwise seems to have
been slight.
At Smienland the wind attained a
great velocity and lhe 20 feet wall
of E. B. Davie Implement warehouse,
just erected was laid flat. Telephone
service was injured.
Telephones were out of commis-
sion at Metropolis and Brookport.
Ni., and the mills lost thousands of
dollars worth of logs by reason of
the -high water and wind.
Gale on the Lakes.
Buffalo Jan. 21.—The terrier
windstorm which has been eweeping
this city for IS hours has done $2,-
000,000 damage. Five liners are
aground in the harbor.
Two lives are reported lost. Lake
Erie. Is a giant mud puddle with
level higher than for 20 years, and
has gorged Niagara river'to overflow-
ing and thousands of dollars worth
of property has been carried down
stream. Mlle; of docks at the great
Ilumber mareet.' at North Tonawanda
have been rwept away.
North Dakota in Bliward.
Fargo, N. D., Jan. 21.—A terrible
blitsard swept North Dakota last
night and today. it ceased this ar-
ts/Swoon. inairIng - WNW 011fl ritlh?'
wadi completely demoralized. Tele-
phone and telegraph wires are down
and wagon wads are impassable.
There are 20,212 automobiles
owned within :0 Milee of New York
City nail.
vent Destruction of Floating
Property. Water is Rough.
A FORTY-FIVE FOOT STAGE.
With a .rise of 2 feet since Satur-
day morning, and with the volume of
water still above, many competent
•river juiages think that a stage of 45
feet is in sight. This morning the
river was at a stage of 39.7. Little
positive damage has resulted thus
far, but with every foot rise from]
now on, the inconvenience will be
great.
Real winter weather would be the
greatest aid toward allowing the ex-
tra water to run out without doing
damage. Should the Mississippi river
freeze at St. Louis, as it ordinarily
does at this time of the year, by even
become filled with floating lee, the
situation in the Ohio river would be
relieved sufficiently to prevent any
extensive damage. Cold weather
would freeze over the small creeks
and bayous, thus holding up that
much water until the rivers had emp-
tied somewhat.
The rise in the Mississippi river
at this time has been unfortunate, as
had that river remained low, the s.11T-
plus water in the Ohio river would
have spread across the lowlands to
the rear of Cairo and thus joined the
Mississippi river. Whenever the Mis-
sissippi is low, high water in the Ohio
river invariably takes that course, but
the rise in the Mississippi river has
to a certain extent shut up that out-
let, forcing more water to escape
through the regular channel.
Paducah is fortunately situated
for high water, compared with the
low country on the Illinole side of
the Ohio. The converging rivers at
this point, the Tennessee, Cumberland
and Ohio rivers, spread out over the
Illinois bottoms before a serious stage
is felt here. The Cumberland, river
is booming, which will swell the vol-
ume of water passing Paducah. 'Phe
Tennessee river is normal. The river
rose a feat from Saturday morning
until Sunday morning, and a foot
and one-tenth from Sunday morning
until this morning. A foot Hee now,
with no much surftaoe, means a
mighty volume of water.
The wind Saturday. night did no
damage here other than to delay the
packets. At Brookport, the Ayer-
Lord Tie company lost two barges,
and a telegram from Joppa stated
that three barges of ties were eiwamp.
ed there. It was one of the toughest
Whilst experienced here in years, but
the warning was given Saturday, and
by night alit boats- were prepared to
meet the gale.
It was an up-stream wind and
probably prevented as large a rise
here Sunday as would naturally have
resulted in a Mill atmosphere. The
water was forced back into the small
tributaries and into the timbered bot-
toms. All interests along the river
front are preparing for the expeceed
flood stage.
Special Reports.
Special 'reports were 'received by
Observer Smith at Cairo yesterday
morning from all up river paints.
which intlioate rainfall Raurday at
all points on the Ohio and tributaries
The reports are for the 24 hours;
ending at 7 o'clock yesterday morn-
ing.
The oold wave yesterday was gen-
erally welcomed by the people, be-
mused it checked the min fall and
wilt tend to 'lessen the eke in the
river from what water has already
fallen.
From water in sight yesterday
morning the following flond stages
were expected to be reached:
Iffasuevfile. 45% to 46.
M. 
Mt. Carmel, 24.
Paducah, 41 to 45
Cairo, 49.
Rt. Louis, 26 by Wedetaaday
An English windmill at Reigate
Heath 'has been turned Into a chu'rell.
COLONEL KILLED.
St. Petersburg, Jan, 21.—
Colonel Pashkeweski, chief of
police at Lenczyra, formerly po-
lice (thief at 1.041Z WW1 assassi-
nated today.
FORAKER MODIFIES.
Washington, Jan. 21.— The
Republicans; of the senate today
reached an agreement on the
Brownsville affair. Foraker of-
fered a modification of his orige
nal resolution as follows.: "Re-
solved, without questioning the
legality or justice of any Act of
the president m relation thereto,
the committee on military affair."
is authorized to conduct an.in-
vestigation into the fact!" of the
Brownsville affair.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Jan. 21.—Whent,
elk corn, -15; oats, 39 1-2.
TREBLES THE SUM
FOR GLASS PLANT
Mr. Geo. A. Meyer Recognizes
Benefit of Such Concern to
Paducah. Says It Will
Bring Money to City
PASSING THROUGH PADUCAH.
Mr.. George A. Meyer, of the Meyer-
Schmid Grocery company, of St.
Louis, passed through the city Yes-
terday on his way to Memphis. He
stopped off for a few hours here to
visit the Meyer-Schmid'-Clark Grocery
company in which he Jts interested.
Mr. Meyer was told -that their com-
pany contributed $5e to the new
glass factory fund. After 'hearing
the details of the proposed removal of
the glass factory here, Mr. Meyer di-
rected the company to treble the con-
tribution , mak ingeet $150.
"Such an industry as that," he seeds
eahotild be secured by all means and
we can well afford to give $1e0 to-
ward securing it. It wee, bring many
high paid employes to the city and
we Will be among the find to feel the
beneficial result."
Mr. Meyer left yesterday for Mem-
phis and next week will leave for an
extensive trip through Europe for
pleasure.
The members of the Commercial
club will meet tonight to consider the
final details in the raising of the
guarantee fund for the glass factory.
While the entire amount to be raised,
$15.000, bas not been obtained, the
committees are at work today and
hope to complete the amount this
week.
FAREWELL SERMON.
Affecting Scene at German Lutheran
Church Yesterday.
It was an affecting scene when the
Rev. A. C. Men took farewell of his
congregation at the German Luther-
an church yesterday. During his pas-
torate here he has endeared himself
to all the members of his churen and
they are loath to see him go, but Ill
health makes it necessary. The fol-
lowing officers of the chttrch were
ehosen: Gottlieb Ruoff, trustee:
Henry Kamleiter, treasurer;
Schmidt, secretary.
MAY APPEAL,
Itelikopf Case May Be Taken to
Higher Court.
It is tinderstoodlb teat Attorneys
Crice & Reiss, representing E. Reh-
kopf, who was adjudged bankrupt by
Federal Judge Evans, will appeal the
case to the United States circuit
court of appeals, as he has resisted
the petition of creditors vigorously.
EXAMINATIONS FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY THIS WEEK.
Examinations for county school
graduates will be held at Paducah
tend Grahamville on next lerlday and
Saturday. It is expected fatly DO
wilt take the examinations.
These is only owe Mad id is
newspaper circulation etatement
that Is worth any conalderation
and that is the daily detailed
statement. The finn is the only
Paducah paper printing each a
statssosak
GIRL ASSAULTED COMMITTEES WILL
SUNDAY EVENING BE NAMED TONIGHT
Attacked By a Negro, Who
Dragged Her Toward Alley
Miss Nellie Stevens, Telephone Op-
erator, Fought Bravely tutul
Help Came.
COLORED PORTER IS CHARGED
What is believed to have been an
attempted criminal assault on Miss
Nellie Stevensts, of 1349 South
Third street, a pretty exchange oper-
ator of the Cumberland Telephone
company, by Arthur Trice, a negro,
threw residents on South Third
street above Husbands street, in a
high state of excitement Sunday
evening about 6:20 o'clock. The
lively chase of the. negro aroused
more excitement,/ and when Patrol
Driver Thad Ttell drove up with
his prisoner foe identification a
short time later-,\ several hundred
people cad collected about the hotne
of the girl to await her decision in
identification. While there was no
attempt at mob violence, feeling ran
nigh, and the newro was taken to city
hall as soon as positively Identified
by the young lady:
Miss Stevens was relieved from
the boards at -the telephone office at
G o'clock. Missing her car she decid-
ed to walk. When she neared Norton
street where the Nashville, Chatta-
nooga and St. Louis road cmwfL.0
tiooga and St. Louts crosses, she
heerd footsteps "Clese behind lier,but
had no forebodings of harm.
Then she was seized by a pair of
strong arms and found herself being
slowly dragged back towards a dark
alley just beyond the Rigglesberger
mills, now the O'Brien tobacco barn.
She screamed and a hand was clap-
ped over her moutn. She began to
fight and succeed in breaking
away. She half ran in her nervous
excitement towards home, but the
negro pursued her.
A short austance further on. he
caught her and tried to. drag her in-
to an alley. Her cries ittracted the
attention of B. 0. Deavers, foreman
was walking with his wife on the
other side of the street. He left his
wife and ran to Miss Stevens' as-
sistance.
The negro broke and ran. Deavers
gave chase. The negro had a good
start, but Deavers was a good sprin-
ter, and after a few squares (sass
caught up with Arthur Trice, a col-
ored porter at the St. Nieholas hotel.
Patrol Driver Thad Terrell had been
notified and was out in his wagon.
He drove up to Norton and Third
streets just as Deavers arrived with
(Continued on Eighth page.)
IMP. VICTORY.
Fine Stallion Received by Morton W.
Adcock From Breeders' Ans'n.
Imp. Victory, the registered Mal-
lion sent here by the Kentucky State
Breeders' association, to Mr. Morton
%V. Adcock has been received by
that gentleman and Is on exhibition
at Mr. Adcock's farm two and one-
half miles; from Wallace park, just
off the Blandville pike. Blooded ani-
mals are being distributed over the
state by the aesociation for the pur-
pose of improving the breed of Ken-
tucky horses. Mr. Adcock will take
pleasure in showing the animal to
stock men.
New Chief Divan-her.
W. Weed* has resigned as chief
dispatcher of the Paducah district of
the Illinois Central and will go to
Oklahoma. He will be succeeded to-
day by Mr. A. F. Page, who has been
traveling chief dispatcher of the I. C.
President Lindsey Assigns
Councilmen to Work
Saloon Men Seem to Be Up Against
It in Efforts to Secure Lkenes
The Year.
_
SOME PROBLEMS PRESENTED
Many interesting questions cluster
around the stated meeting of the
board of councilmen tonight. Aside
from the appointment of committees
by President Lindsey little interest
centers in anything the board, may
do. Ninety saloon keepers are wait-
ing to get their licenses, and a half
dozen of them are seeking reinstate-
ment. The fate of the latter is ques-
tionable in the upper board, even if
it organizes. The lower board has
granted pet mission to most of the
saloons to secure licenses for a half
year and has amended the license
ordinance no as to permit this semi-
annual payment; but as the upper
board has taken no action, the work
of the council is of no avail, and it
seems to be up to the saloon men to
put their money for -the other half of,
the year, post notices again and go
through the whole proceedings to se-
cure license for a year.
The finance committee, too, it is
nnderstood 'will report the budget,
carrying approximately $235,000.
The board of public work's. estimate
will be cut from $52.500 to $38,000,
and the police from $30,000 to $25,-
000.
New appropriations are being
made—$5,000 for parks, $1,100 for
the Commercial club and $1,500 for
the silver service for the gunboat
Paducah. Other funds will *tend
much as before, except the contin-
gency fund widen is fixed at the
minimnm.
It is probable that the ordinance
regulating signs on Broadway will be
introduced,
TWO SMALL BLAZES,
Fire Company-, No. 4, Puts in Busy
Day Sunday.
Two runs were made by Fire coin.
party, No. 4. Sunday. The first run
was to the residence of John Moore.
colored, 721 South Seventh street.
The roof caught at 3:30 o'clock
Sunday afternoon from a defective
flue. A few shingles were burned off.
The second run was made at 8
o'clock last night. Crossed wires set
a telephone pole afire at Ninth and
Washington streets. The pole was
blazing steadily when the firemen
arrived. This makes the fourth fire
on poles resulting from defective
wiring, In that part of lite city.
50.090 Are Homelema.
Cinc tenet I, Jan. 21.-- Colder weatk
er and a gale have incretteeti the Suf-
fering of the ninny thousands made
hoemlese by the flood in the Ohio
valley:
Tbday it was estimated from ee-
ports received from cities, towns and
villages along the swollen' Ohio that
fully 50,000 people have been driven
from their homes by the flood. A
number of these are being sheltered
In wheels and churches in the larger
towns and citiee, and although no
great suffering has yet occurred, the
cod wind which hi s blown all day
has" not served to cheer the spirits or
add to the-comfort of the hordes; of
homeless.
Bank of Kevff.
The Bank of Kevil will open for
business in the store of J. R. Nucklee.
The new bank building is not corti-
plete hut the directors will not he de-
layed because of the fact
Two Thousand Houses Submerged;
Louisville's Loss is Quarter Million
Louisville. Jan. 21.—Loss f1oens
flood here is conservatively eatimat. covered 1)9
ed at $200,400. This includes dam-
ages to hOusett, river interests and
factories. Two thousand houses are
submerged anti fully 1,non people
(Weal from homes,— . _
Cincinnati Situation.
C-Ineinnatl, 0 . Jan. 21 --The Ohio
river is now falling and the 'worst of
the flood Is over. Many homeless peo-
ple are being cared for and every ef-
fort is being n1nsi4 to alleviate their
suffering. The railroad situation Is
Cincinnati is practically
a freight embargo.
wit 1TIIVIt—Entr tonight anti
yereetee reeves temperature.
Highest temperature yesterday
SS; lowest today W.A.
BRIDE EIGHT WEEKS
TAKES HER OWN LIFE
PLAGUE SCATTERS.
Chicago, intl. 21.—Pestilence
spread Over Cherage Sunday as
though scattered by wind. All
records are broken In the report
of 16.1 now eases contagion for
day. City official5 continue to
dispute each other's authority to
lind the cause of the plague and
cheek its dissemination.
Adult Operators.
Denver, Jan. 2I.—A measure
was presented in the Colorado
legislature to prevent the em-
ployment if any person under
21 years of age, as telegraphers
on railroads within state.
FAMILY TROUBLE
CAUSES SUICIDE
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
TO BE INSPECTED
Officers Come Here Tomorrow
and There Will be Work
for Commandery Afternoon
and Night at Temple
NEW UNIFORMS HAVE ARRIVED.
John H. Coles, grand inspecting
officer of the Knights Templar of the
Louisville Commandery, will tifolve
tomorrow to •nspect Paducah Cpm-
mandery, No. 11. R. S. Moses, also
of the Louis ille Commandery, is
with Mr. Coles. All the twenty-nine
Commanderies in the state are be-
ing inspected on this trip, and the
Commandery getting the highest av-
erage per cent, will receive the Lloyd
Medal at the state meeting next May
in Maysville, Ky. The local Com-
mandery will be inspected for dent-
ing, sword work and uniforms. New
costumes arrived Saturday for the
members. The inspectors are in Stur-
gis today. The degree work will be-
gin tomorrow afternoon- at 4:3-
o'clock. dinner will be served at 6:30
o'clock and the inspection will take
place in the evening.
NEED OBSERVATORY.
Paducah News Comes One Day Late
From Cairo.
Just now when everyone is Inter-
ested in the river news from all the
rivers river men are suggesting that
Paducae should request the govern-
ment to make this city an observa-
tion point. As it is now, all informa-
tion that such a bureau assembles
and issues is gotten from Cairo, and
the service is unsatisfactory. "I can
get the reports from Chattanooga
as Afton as we get them from Cairo."
said Mr. Saunders A. Fowler today,
"and Cairo is but 32 miles away.
Chattanooga 500." Our information,
too, is always a day behind. Every-
one recognizes the demand for such
an office here, and we should start a
movement -to have the government
locate one." Aside from the rifer
news. thee observer at Cairo makes
up the wciather reports. and the in-
formation he gives out is always val-
uable.
PROF. LIEU'S ADDRESS.
Will Speak on Individuality of
Teachers.
"To What Extent Should the Su-
perintendent Recognite the Indivie-
tiality of the Teacher?" is the stiff-
ject assigned to Prof. C. N. !deb by
President Barksdale Hamlett, of
Hopkinsville of the Kentiicky Edit-
rational association. The address
will be delivered in Winchester, Ky.,
g the annual meeting of the an-
eociation to be held June 11, 19 Anti
20.
ASSISTANT PASTOR.
The Rev. Mr. Clark, of Pare.. Tenn..
for Flee Baptist.
At a meeting yeeterdny of the Floe
Beetle church an assistant pastor
eas elected in the tx•rson of the Roo
Mr. Clark, of Paris, Timm It will be
tin) siposble for him to devote n11 
severalto this church for 
mintim
Sweep.. Cleveland!.
Cleveland Jan. 21.- -A terrific
gale here today resulted in
dealt the fatal injury of another se-
rious etjuries to many and a proper-
iv loss of 13.000. Michael Corrigan
aged 13, was killed by an electric
wire-which. 'sad bees blown down.
,
one
Mrs. B. C. Nance Drinks Car
bolic Acid Through
Paper Quill
LEAVES NOTE TELLING ALL.
Husband Almost Pi...striated When Ho
l•  MIMI' and Learn% Wife
Is Dead.
()ORONEFUS INQUEST TODAY.
Desperute over family troubles,
-Mrs. B. C. Name, of 425 Sontb.
Third street, wife ofrB. C. Nance, a
blacksmith at theeekducah marine
ways, and a bride of eight weeks,
committed suicide -this morning at
7:30 o'clock by taking carbolic acid.
She was discovered at 8 o'clock thia
morning by Mrs. Henry Greif, of 3t1e
South Fourth street, who culled in
De. J. C. Freeland. Mm's. Nance never
regained consciousness, but a note
was found Which eas turned over to
Coroner Eaker. She died at 8:40
o'clock.
Mm. Nance was 22 years old and
had been married to 'Mr. Nance eight
weeks. As far as known they bad
lived happily together. Mrs. Nance
is the seep-daughter of Bud Elrod.
Mr. Nance was at the marine ways
when notified of her death and was
almost overcome to find 'her deed.
He made a move as if to take the
carbolic acid left In the bottle him-
self, hut Mrs. Henry Greif snatehed
the lecsele emptying Its contents tin
e grate.
When found Mrs. Vane* was lying
across a bed in the back room of
their 'home. Mrs. Greif came over to
see her as she hod promised Sunday
to eome Io Mire. Greit's house Monday
morning to ehow her a note ate had
received. At first *he thought Mrs.
Nance was resting on the had, but as
the body did not move after she heel
pineed her cold hands on the face,
she went to Fisher & Parley's veterin-
ary hospital next door and telephoned
to -the doctor.
Returning, elle washed Mrs.
NtItlee'S face with a wet towel. When
Dr. Freeland arrived he pointed out
Ii) her the bottle of carbolic acid
which was steeling on a table near
the bed. Everything was done to re-
vive Mrs. Notice, but she died ehortly
after the doctor arived The bottle
was half empty and was of the -two-
ounce size. On the floor u paper
quill was found, which- she evidently
had ueed to swallow the fiery nerd
without burning her mouth. On the.
oppoeide side of bed, .somo .grenish
matte was foutid which she bud
vomited, and which it item thought
inslicotes that she took something be-
sides -the esarbolic aced,
Apparently the suicide, though
meditated, was decided upon this
morning. She had done her market-
ing. The vegetables for dinner were
in the kitchen. Mrs. Henry Greif
eaw her on the street a short while
before she went to her house but they
were a square -apart a-nd she did not
hail her. Mrs. Nance had a basket
on bet' arm.
J. 8, Williams, an employe of
Fisher & Parley, wasp etandIng in the
door of the office at. 7 o'clock this
morning when Mrs. Netnee came out
of her door and as she passed be told
her that her husband had just enter-
.sd the hack door. "It doesn't make
any dIffearnee to me if he has," She
answered. Ile sold ehe turned down
Adams street toward florineyes drug
More where the acid Was bought. In
buying the acid She did net glee her
right name, but told the clerk/that
ehe was. A Mrs. Link. Rho bought
ene and oneelusif ounces and it It,
known Mrs. Nance wait the purchaser
rawiressisatbsertitar she
had a hneket on her arm. When Mira.
Greif saw her op the street she had a
basket. 
••
iliesband•• ittor'.
iler hisalianel said this Morning!
(Cositimied on page four.)
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Chit Kentucky EXAMINATIONS
BOTH PHONES 548,
IN CITY SCHOOLS
TO=NIGHT
SHUBERT BROS.
Original production
Direct from a 26 weeks' run in Chica-
go.
THE LATF.ST lit !-.ICAL RAGE
All Grades Will Be Busy To-
morrow Morning.
:Per Cent of Average Will Be Made Up
When Paperts Are Handed in
By Pupils.
"The Royal Chef"
PROGRiMS
AVith a big cast of 60 peojle, includ-
ing
Harry Hermsen
431WAY Ragland
Stanley Fetch
Albert Murray
Gertrude Hutcheson
Elsie Frazee
LaBelle. Unmet te
and the famous
FOR THE WEEK.
Witt faces as bright as tile weath-
er, hundreds of school children trudg-
ed to selsool tla-is morning to take ex-
aminations which will go far toward
making up their per cent for the first
term of school for promotion. The in-
deg:neat weather  gaglast week kept
many away, especially in the primary
BR_O I L, E RS 
hgaraddets, 
today.
410—PEOPLE-00
30—SONG 111TS-30
40—BEAUTIFUL GIRLS-40
20—FUN MAKERS-20
A Scenic Marvel.
full attendance was
The High school program hereto-
fore published, is being carried out.
The examination began this morning
and lasts through Wednatity. The
primary and departmental examina-
tions do not begin unt.I tomorrow.'
Prices 25e, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1, $1.50 Primary Department.
First to Sixth grade, inclusive—
Tuesday Night, Jan. 22
ARTHUR C. AISTON
presents
Jane Corcoran,
Suported by
JAMES M. BROPHY
In the New York Theater success
The Freedom
of Suzanne
By epecial arrangement with Mr.
Charles Frohnaan.
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1, $1.50
4—BI6 NIGHTS-4
—BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23
And balance of week
BIG URGAIN MATINEE SATURDAY
IDA LEHR & CO.
Four Big Vaudeville Acts
I5—PEOPLE-15
OPening Bill
THE LITTLE MOTHER
Tuesday morning, mathematics and
spelling; afternoon reading and
drawing; Wednesday morning, lan-
guage and writing; afternoon, geog-
raphy.
Grammar Department.
A, Eight grade—Monday morning,
history; afternoon, music and draw-
ing; Tuesday morning, grammar:
afternoon, literature; Wednesday
morning, algebra; afternoon, civics.
B, Eighth grade—Monday morn-
ing, literature; afternoon, algebra:
,Tuesday morning, physiology; after-
'noon, grammar; Wednesday morn-
ing, music and drawing; afternoon.
history.
A, Seventh grade—Monday morn-
ing, grammar; afternoon, history;
Tuesday morning, arithmetic; after-
noon, music ,and drawing; Wednes-
day morning, geography; afternoon,
literature.
B. Seventh grade—Monday morn-
ing, arithmetic: afternoon, geogra-
phy; Tuesday morning, music and
drawing; afternoon, history; Wed-
nesday morning, literature; after-
noon, grammar.
The Charming Woman.
is not necessarily one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artist's
model, posses-sea those rare qualities
that all t be world admires; neatness,
clear eyes, clean, smooth skin and that
sprightliness of step and action that
accompany good heath. .A physical-
ly weak woman is never attractive,
not even to herself. Electric Bitters
restore weak women; give strong
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety
akin, beautiful complexion. Guaran
teed at all druggists, 50C.
"Some men insist that woman has
no business brains, but there 19 a
young woman who conducts a large
business. and it calls for head work
all the time."—
"Who is Me".
wife's milliner."— Cleveland
Press.
TR?, JOY
Of living is to have good health. Use
Ilerbine sod you win have bushels of
Joy. You need not be blue, fretful and
have that bad taste in your mouth.Ladies Free Wednesday Night Try a bottle of Herbine, a positive cure
01 for all liver complaints. E. Harrell.
Usual Conditions. Austin, Tex., writes: "I have used
Herbine for over a year, and find It a
fine regulator. I gladly recommend it
Prices—Matinee, children loc, as a fine 
medicine for DTspepsia."
Sold by all druggists.
adults 25c. Night prices, 10c, 20c
and 30C.
— - Seats on sale Tuesday 9 a.
Love is the one thing you can
spend extravagantly wthout coming
Cs want.
•"‘
The Kentucky
The curtain lc ill rise at 8:15
at all performances hereafter
1141‘.06,
h '
Beginning tonight the curtain will
rise for all performances at 8:15,
instead of 8:30, as formerly, and
the manager requests that all
Patrons_ tir,a r this
New York Jan 21.—For the first
time in a long period we have the re-
markable spectacle of only one pro-
duction in a whole week in New York,
and this is fixed for Saturday night,
when Eleanor Robson is to present
at the Liberty theater her new play
from the pen of Paul Armstrong,
author of "The Heir to the Hoorah"
and other notably successful work.
This piece is based upon certain Bret
te sgetches and several of the
c'haracters retain their original names
ir translation to the theater.
Tne leading part, which furnishes the
title for Mr. Armstrong's play, is
thought by all to be especially suited
to the girlish sweetness of Miss Rob-
son's personality, and is said to pos-
sess dramatic moments closely fitting
into the aristic quality of this whol-
ly charming actress. Colonel Star-
bottle, Yuba Bill and other Bret
Harte personages will be reproduced
by a specially reinforced cast, includ-
ing among its new members Ralph
Delmore, Holbrook linn, Horace
Vinton and others, together with H.
B. Warner. Reuben Fax, Stephen
Wright, Ada Dwyer, Frances Goldmi
Fuller, Ruth Abbott Wells and sever-
al more who have been lending their
valued support to Miss Robson here-
tofore. Licbler & Co., have furnish-
ed`att elaborate scenic production de-
scribed as amply fulfilling the quality
often quoted at! ‘natin'op`nere."
When Blanche Bates finishes her
remarkable engagement in "The Girl
of the Goldtn West" at the Academy
of Music with the conclusion of next
%seek she will resume her tour of the
large cities and will be succeeded by
David NN'arfield in "Tne Music Mas-
ter."
No less than thirty-nlite private
automobiles of varying but costly
modern types were aligned in Forty-
second street_ on  Saturday night - be-
tween the portals of the Belasco
theater and Eighth avenue nearly a
solid eyeing. block away, at toe close
of that evening's performance of
"The Rose of the Rancho." This
enumeration does not include the
large number of broughams, coupes,
opera 'bussc, and other equipages.
The band of alleged occult scien-
tists known as the ,Fays retnrned to
New York the other day from Lon-
don, reporting that they had not ap-
otga_ ?CU N D CAN /0%
PURE
A LP POUND CAtl
. ALWAYS SURE
of SUCCESS
When HI-LO Baking Powder is used.
This uncommon grade costs lour-
fifths less than any other high
grade baking powder, without the
sacrifice of a single desirable
feature.
its purity is undoubtable. and a tines
teaspoonful Into a quart of flour will
convince you of its •neptional nualitv•
Protected in moist proof ot Its strength
never varies, and failures ars ins-
(MAW hie.
Conforms with all pure good laws,
State and National.
its immeolt --• DIMS A POUND
—commends it as the -econonir of the
age."
At your grocer's. i
CONTIAINTAL IMMO POWDJ111 CO
Nohvilk." • - • Tennessee
THEATRICAL 9_ OTES
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Monday night--"The Royal Chef.
Tuesday night—JAW. Corcoran In
"The Freedona of Suzanue."
Wednesday night and balance of
week, "The Ina Lehr Stock com-
pany," with matinee Saturalay.
Humor of Profanity.
Tim Murphy added nothing to the
lustre of his achievements by his Pre-
sentation here Saturday night of "A
Corner in Coffee." To those why
have followed his annual productions
with friendly interest, and especiially
t 0 those Who saw -Old, I n nocence,"
a few short weeks ago and looked
forward to his return with increased
zest, the new piece could be nothing
but a disappointment. Of coarse, he-
trig -intarpreted- lay -Tim 'Murphy an
a competent cast, "A Corner in Cof-
fee" is above the average one night
stand attraction and the casual thea-
ter-goer, seeking mere enjoyment.
finds it sufficient, but "A Corner in .-+.s
to the stranger's Sat—these form Su-
zanne** pertly volunteered account
(a her evening's frolic. The family
leaves hergin disgust, but the hus-
band surpriseshis wife and the au-
dience by instant festiveness, and at-
tempts to kill with kindness her fatal
passion for freedom..- Suzanne how-
ever, picks a qukrrel with her* hus-
band, and goads plin dnto sccuring a
divorce. During the nine months
which separate acts 1 and 2, the eo
queue has been transformed. No less
than three suitors persecute her with
ardent setentions, buitgi chce meet-
ing with her husband suffices to im-
plant a:I the wifely virtues, which
she had hitherto lacked. She pursues
him by motor front Marverly-on-Sea
and arrives in his at at midnight
or -the insegitables*oonelliation-
.
NEW YORK LETTER.
.1
Coffee" will stand few of the tests. fig31C*•.NVENNOWeileettegleieee
The first act gives promise of more
than is fulfilled in the two succeeding
acts. The love making of Elijah D.
Tilotteon is amusing and congnc-
lug, as portrayed' by Wedgewood
Nowell and Miss Dorothy Sherrod,
something that jr.? Murphy does not
always auceed is being. Then fol-
lows the scene in the broker's office,
the corner in coffee' and the breaking
of the corner to save the reputation
of Constanne Livingston's lar9ther.
All this is forcibly told in the book,
where expienatillate and deft c
ments throw, over the story an air of
reality, which the skeleton dialogue
and bold action of the drama obliter-
ates. There is such an obvious Olken
to keep the play going from the mid-
dle of the second act in spite of the
fact that everybody knows how it is
going to end. The whole story•is
out of drawing, because of the at-
tempt to make Col. Jim Johnstone
the star part, when It belongs to Eli-
jah Tilotts.on. The character of Jim
Johnstone is the white counterpart
of Al G. Fields in his minstrel
sketoh. It ie funny at times and at
times almost inane. That is not the
fault of Tim Murphy. He' extracts
all the humor out of it and says
"damn" and "hell" something like a
dozen times, sinning applause on the
first one and a laugh on the next five
lar six. The purpose of the oaths is
to disclose the character of Jim
Johnstone, but that sort of character
delineation was barred on the Keith
circuit many, many years ago.
Besides the leading parts, that of
Miss Gretchen De ,Kaatee played by
Mrs. Aubrey Powell, and Hodge, the
confidential clerk, played by Olney
.1. +Griffin, the old darky of "Old
Innocence," deserve mention. The
others overacted overdrawn parts.
"Royal Chef."
"The Royal Chef" with Harry
Herinsea in the stellar _rale, Will make
its appearance in Paducah tonight.
The list of artists contaias the names
of numerous people of' thorough
training, wide experience and reputa-
tion, and taken as a whole, point to
a salary list expensive including Har-
ry Hermsen, Oscar Ragland, Walter
B. smith, Douglas Romaine, Osborne
Clemson, Gertrude Rucheson, Elsie
Frazee, Grace Outcault and Charlotte
Cameron. As for the mounting of
the play itself, it is said to disclose a
fine appreciation of scenic values and
an artistic sense of correctness. The
second act, showing the interior of
the "Rajah's" palace, gives the ap-
pearance of architectural solidit
distance and correct perspectig
while the first act is a beautiful and '
rioh itioture of orientaliarte Every
property down to the smallest detail
la in keeping with the surroundings.
Jane Corcoran.
Jane Corcoran, who has toured for
the past two seasons as the star or
"Pretty Peggy," will be seen at The
Kentucky on Tuesday night, January
22, in "The Freedom of Suzanne."
Miss Corcoran. whose leading stilt-
port will be James M. Bropha. Is con-
ceded by all to be the youngest first-
class star on the American stage to-
day. She was practically born on the
stage and during her comparativelY
short existence She has been away
from It for a short time only. 'The
first act of the play opens In Curzon
street, where Magee Trever Is wait-
ing disconsolately for the vagrant
Suzanne. He is surrounded by a
small crowd of ''rlentis and relations,
who are all vexatious enough to ex-
"I" the wife's sense of boredom.
Lady Charlotte, the husband's moth-
er, and, Fitzroy Harding, the wife't,
uncle, attack and defend Suzanne 1••
Jiang, untli she appears to partial!
l
her absence. A wales of noeturng
,aclve!ittiree only cyng.latentAla.M.9,-.
jiminuelent InnoCenee' are" narrated
;Frustrated coppers' at the Continenta
.hotel, cab drives with casually en
'eouuttered strangers, and a final fare!
cal ("cape from a compromising Sell
tirely new. Mr. Goodwin:8 portrait-
ure of a man born and reared in Aus-
tralia, Alta all the peculiarities of
accent and demeanor Incident to that
environment, is described as sin-
eularly lifelike and vital. It seems
Indeed to have been accepted as one
01 the very best of his long series of
wholly flawless and masterful char-
acterization.
Frederick Thompson's stirring
comedy-drama, "Brewster's Millions,"
at the New Amsterdam theater, has
caught the town and is drawing large
audiences mat manifest the utmost
delight art the evening progresses
Mr. Thompson, by and by, In associa-
tion whit it!. partner, Elnier F.' Dun-
dy, has been framing up a wholly
novel form of entertainment for pro
jection a year from next spring at the
Opening of what is known as the "tent
show" season. This undertaking will
be combination of circus and Luna
rame-aftewrona.ilaiaioireitatinif tree-
Tendons outlay of money and a pro-
longed period of preparation.
Coarles Werner, the eminent Ping-
Lab actor, 'ho made a really great
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN -
To a Friend One )(ear
for $2.50
W are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords-you-an o-ppoffunity tmemter
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
ACe
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peered at all in the chief city of
Great Britian, as they had intended
to have done. Furtner advices are
that prior to the date set for the
Fays' opening in London the Daily
Telegramgcg that city published a
statement to the effect, that it would
promptly print an exhaustive expose
af the methocit by witich the Fays
have been accustomed to bewilder
and fool their audiences.
The Melba nights at Mr. Hammer-
stein's superb Manhattan Opera House
have served to put tne finishing touch
aS upon the most stupendous opera-
tic undertaking ever swung to success
by an individual in this country and
probably in the whole world. UpOn
every occasion when the diva has ap-
peared it has been found necessary
to stop the sale of seats while throngs
were still surging into the rotunda,
and It has been easily apparent that
if Mr. Ham.nerstein's vast auditorium
were twice as big as it is it would still
have been impossible to accommodate
the throngs that were surging into
the rotunda This situation has had
abeneficial effect upon the Hammer=
stein enterprise in general by rivet-
ing the atkntion of the entire COM-
munity from the very top of the Four
Hundred to the humblest corps of
music lovers in New York. Madame
Melba at $2.500 a night (the real
figures) for one night in each week
during the term of her contract with
Mr. Hammerstein is surely a profit-
able investment from every point of
v few. •
Nat Goodwin appears by trust-
worthy accounts to have scored a
genuine old time mimesis with his
newest play "What Would a Gentle-
man Do?" This piece tells the story
31' a rich Australian who has not the
advantages of gentle birth, and Is
thereby balked of the beat desires of
his heart until his self-sacrifice,
generosity thoughtfulness and high
sense of honor demolished the ob-
etacles In 1•Is path and win for him
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
, Fraternity Building. Both Phones 836
eaccess here two or three seasons ago
in "Drink," has been playing the:
Williams-Hammerstein 'metropolitan
circuit of vau levilie theaters in a one-
act tragedy called "At the Telephone"
in which the principal personage
nears over the wire the actual details
of the brutal murder of his wife and
child twenty mile. away. This por-
traiture is •o singularly vivid that it
often moves numbers of spectators to
hysterical outbursts. The other night
at the Victoria theater, wnen Mr.
Warner resena the point in the lia- Gold
logue where he cried in simulated
agony, "Save the boy! For God's
sake, save the child!" a woman in the
audience sprang to her feet, walling
"Oh, save the child!" Then partially
realizing her position the woman ran
sobbing from the house and in the
lobby was completely overcome. This
Is pretty fine acting, I take it.
LEIANDER RICHARDSON
the undivided affection of the girl he PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAVS
loves. The theme is everlasting and PALO OINTICANT is guaranteed to curs say
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protractiveits treatment in this instance is en- Piles in 6 to 1.4 days or money refunded. Soc.
How It Feels to Go Up in a Balloon.
The Ametican Magazine for Novem
her includes an article on "Sky Sail-
ing, the New Sport" that presents a
wonderful account of the senaations'
experienced by the balloonist. Here
is a picture of how you feel as you
leave the earth on your first ascen-
sioni
"Let go, everybody!' shouts your
pilot, and the first of a series of
strange phenomena strikes you. For
It is not as if you were morring up-
ward or leaving the earth. It seem;
as if the earth were leaving you.
Your balloon seems to you to be
stanching perfectly still as if held sus-
pended by an invisible hand while
the earth recedes back, back at a
!startling rate. You look over the
top of your bisket at the people with
whom but ap inettent before you were
rubbing elbows and gtfu gaze Auto' It
of -upturned larait ebeerl
themselves blue and at a forest of
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Shell Crowns 
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings " 75c
Partial Plates 85.00
All work guaranteed.
GNU tide coupon out and bring
It with you, it is worth $1.00.
Fitch perform is limited to one
coupon for - each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Apirl 1,1)7.
Dr. Kin Brooks
DEgIST.
Sixth and Broadway.
arms wa% Mg hats and flags and hand-
kerchiefs, Ewen as you gaze, the
faces blur and fade, while the de-
creasing noise of the cheers gives you
ap idea of the rate at which you are
soaring skyward. And still you can-
not feel that ills you who are travel-
ing and not the earth. You do
not feel the least sendatIon of upward
Movement of the sort you geel while
in an elevator of a hotel or office
building. On the contrary, so indes-
cribably- *smooth and easy is the mo-
tion that there seems to be acne at
all, and were you blindfolded and
were it not for the receding sound
from the crowd below, you would not
knew, that the balloon had tett the
startle, aint'essa telght be tempted to
step overboard into space"
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CHINA AWAKENING
TO CHRISTIANITY
Dr. J. T. Stuart Tells of Pro-
gress of the Work
Martyrdom .Has Played Its Part in
Prepuring Nation to itecehe
Word of Truth.
EXPECT A IIILL4ON CONVERTS.
' "Why Do the Heathen Rage?" was
.the text of an interesting and practi-
cal talk on the religious awakening
_ AO-China by. the iteved.-TeSteart, at
the First Presbyterian church yester-
day morning. Dr. Stuart, who has
been a missionary in China since
18GS. saw the flue Presbyterian con-
verts baptized and has seen that de-
nomination grow to a membership of
4;500 natives, and the Christian
population of Chime to over 100,'Jts0
since then. -
Japen is rapidly coming under the
weetern influence, said Dr. Stuart.
Modern methods and modern conven-
iences are everywhere apparent in her
vities. Korea, the "Hermit Empire,"
also Is awakening, and China, too,
but more slowly. The Chinese are
most conservative.
Oriental Influence was always
against the admittance of Christian-
ity. The educated class forms a
nobility. The Christianization of the
masses meant the dissemination of
learning and the reduction of the
scholars in importance.
- The great rebellion, which result-
ed In the death of millions of natives,
gave the missionaries an opportunity
to enter all provinces of China. They
sent ahead Christian natives who
rented the houses, as the landlords
would net rent to white missionaries.
Now, while every city Is not occupied,
every province has from one to a
al'score miseion '
The vicer4 Nuntan has Issued
en edict that the-24ble rhall be taught
In the schools. ..
The Boxer rebellion brought mar-
tyrdom to 15,000 Christian natives.
but "their blepd is the seed of the'
church:" for the years intervening
stare have seen thekr Fiat ertliihlot/sY
4).A5,00 converts. l'he -.Beier' 1-
lion was occasioned by a secret edict.
England, Germany, France, tRutela
and Japan seized Chinese seaports on
one pretext or another. Italy de-
manded one. The court foresaw the
occupation of the ,entire sea coast by
foreign powers and ordered that nil
foreigners shouilkebe killed and the
doors closed on all Millers. T.he Boxer
rebellion ended ignominousiy and
now the empress dowager and the
viceroys welcome the tnissienaries.
Higher education and athletics in
the schools for boys and girls are
taking the place of the tele primary
schec:s. The Japanese influenct pre-
dominates. There are more Chinese
boys and girls in the university st
Tokio than Jape.
Dr. Stuart said the prospects f
eeruring a million converts in the
next few years are bright. Just one
hundred years ago next spring the
first- missionary went to China, and
reen missionaries will meet in conven-
tion at Shanghai to celebrate the °e-
mblem and elan a campaign.
A Memorable Day.
Otte of the oays we remember with
pleattere,its well as with profit to our
health, is the one on which we became
acquainted with Dr. 'King's New Life
Pills, and painless purifiers that cure t
headache and tilltfousmess, and keep
the bowels right. 25e. at all drug
stet-es.
Plenty of Grub,
John Eickhorst, a wealthy peasant
of Oerdinghausere in West Prussia.
invited to the wedding of his daugh-
ter only .guests with good, healthy
appetite. For each guest he pro-
vided one and one-fourth pounds of
beef, one pound of pork, three-fourth
of a ponnd of veal, one-half of a
pounnd of mutton and a half fowl,
with an unlimited supply of vege-
tables, bread, wine and beer.—India-
napolis News.
ALI. stIC Wirrtl.D
Is a stage, and Rallard's Snow Lint
sent plays a most prominent part. It
has no superior for Rheumatism, surf
joints„euts, sprains, and all pains. Buy
It, try It and you will always use it.
Anybody who has used Ballard's Snow
Liniment is it. proof of what It does.
Buy a trial bow.. :6e. 150e and $1.00.
Sold by all druggists.
"What do you think of my law
office?"
"neesn't look much like a law of-
fief. WhWro are tour bonke"
"Oh' I'm making a specialty of
unwritten law." --Washington Her-
ald.
 v.
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GULLETT'S CUT PRICE CLEARANCE SALE
$6.98 :2 Fine Suits $6. 8500 $2;98 Special Shoe Sale $2.98airs of Fine Hand•made $3 50, $4.00 and $2.98
$13.50
$12.00
$10.00
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
s67g 8
•
214 SUITS—Fine self-figured blue worsteds and plain blue serges; fancy
worsteds, Cassimeres, cheviots, velours, granites and meltons. Single and
double-breasted; conservative and form-fitting styles; all sizes in the lot.
189 OVERCOATS—Fine Kersey, Melton and Venetians. Body-
tracing-flare-skirt models, as well as straight-back and box st)les; 44 to 52
inches long; Cambridge at.d Oxford grays, and blues and blacks. THIS SEA-
SON'S fall and winter stocks; up-to-date, high class, bona fide $10.00, $12 00
and $13.50 goods, at the clearance cut price 6.98of
$5 00 Shoes for,
WE have placed on sale 50 pairs of thewell-known CROSSETT SHOE
for men, and they consist of broken lots
of every fine shoe made by`this concern.
They come in patent kid, patent colt, vici
kid, velour, gun metal and box calf, tan
and black, and are made up in all the
newest styles. We have put one price on
the entire-tot, vthiell' $2 Ara. Ka if you
want a fine pair of snoes cio not miss the
opportunity.
SOO pairs of tine hand-made $3 50,
$4 00 and $500 Shoes $2 98for. 
•
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
U. G. GULLETT 136 CO. INC•
312 BROADWAY WE SAVE YOU MONEv ON EVERY PUCHASE. 312 BROADWAY
Question of Choosing Running Mate
For Bryan Interests Whole South
"Raymond," the Washington cor-
-respondent of the Chicago Tribune,
writes his paper as follows:
Back in the incipient scramble fOr
the position of minority leader of the
House of Representatives, there is a
good deal f joking going on for
second place on the Democratic na-
tional ticket next year.
There seems to be a feeling on the
part of the soutaern Democrats that
the time is about come When they
mIghtehreak. the ice and put a south-
ern rnairartatlitglifirplace. As most
people In the north know, they might
nave done this long ago, because sec-
tionalism in the Republican states has
been dead for many a year. It would
be hard to raise an Issue against a
candidate even for' the presidency that
he happened to have his voting place
south of the Mason and Dixon line.
The issues of the war are buried a
great deal deeper in the north than
they are in the
Southern politicians have never
been able- to understand this compfe-
tety. and "have been 'afraid that the
presence of a southern name on the
national ticket would doom it to de-
feat. Lately, however, they are be-
ginning to understand that if a high
grade southern man should be,nomi-
nated for the vice-presidency his res-
4.0
Carmen
Complexion
Powder
Now sold exclusively by
Will J. Gilbert
This is an announcement of
peculiar interest to every lady
in Paducah, but most par-
ticularly to brunettes, for Car-
men is made for that. It is
an invisible but very effective
face powder for brunettes
and co s_es in three shades.
You probably know Carmen
now, if not we want to make
you acquainted
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Agent for original Allegiettl
Candies
Idence would hot do 'am any herrn.
North Could not Object.
It might arouse some unfaverable
sentiment among the old soldiers if a
Confederate soldier should be nomi-
nated but surely no one in the north-
ern states would seriously object from
the sectional point of view to any
one of half a dozen of the younger
southern Democrats who belong to a
generation since .the .jyar and .whose
waving of a bloctai shirt would be
sentimental entirely. They still talk
of the war more or less in the south-
ern slates, whereas the correspond-
lag generation In the north seldom
or never speaks of it, and then with-
-Qut a trace of bitterness.
— tinder the circumstances a south-
ern man for vice president on the
Democratic ticket would not materi-
ally reduce the strength of that part,
In the rrOrth and the southern lead-
ers are at last beginning to realize
this fact. Of course, it would not do
to pick up a firebrand like Tillman
or a discredited politician like Bailey.
Either one of them would be subject
to attack on legitimate pelitteat
grounds witnout any regard to the
fact that they might happen to repre-
sent a certain extreme and antiquat-
ed southern sentiment of the swash-
buckling type.
Bryan Would Have Some (Itance.
But almost any one of the higher
grade of southeeu statesmeneckettat
younger generation stands a geed
chance of being put on the Democrat-
lc ticket, and his being there would
not in any great degree lessen the
chances of success of William Jen-
nings Bryan. whose, nomination -for
the presidency next year by the Dem-
ocrats is practically assured.
It Is remarkable that the Democra-
iY has developed no good leaders in
the northwest. There were a great
many people who believed that a
strong combination.might be made by
selecting William Randolph Hearst
as the running mate for William Jen-
nings Bryan, but the events in -New
York last fall seem to have put an
end to that plan. Mr. Hearst not on-
ly failed to carry his own state but
he was the only man on his ticket who
was defeated, and this is recognized
by politicians the world over as an
Inevitable indication of personal po-
litical weakness.
As usual, New York is, more or, less
of a pivotal state. The solid south
needs New York to make an approach
to a majority of the electorial col-
lege. McClellan has been practically
eliminated as a political quantity by a
bitter fight on Tammany hall. Hearst
is out of the running, partially for the
same reason but practically because
he ran behind his ticket. last Novem-
ber and would spot likely to do any
better next year.
Little Good Timber Elsewhere.
In New England there Is but little
presideetiat vrosid
i
iton, of Massachusetts comes nearer
j
to the necessary .qualifications than
anybody in New England. Henry
i Gassaway Davis is still alive and he
j will be scarcely any older in 1908
than he was three years ago, but
West Virginia did not behave well, in
i the election from a Democratic point
i of view, and there is not much of a
Idisposition to select another candi-
date from that state.
In toe. west, georgraphical con-
siderations are more than likely to
prevail, as the southern men see it.
If Bryan is chosen from Nebraska, be
would nateirally represent the whole
of the central valley states, and the
tendency would be to get a candidate
l'as far away as possible. Ohiois something of a doubtful state these
days, and Tom Johnson is still a
power there in his way. Moreover,
he is in good and regular standing
with the Bryan elements, be has come
money, and at 'times he is willing
"to unbolt" when it will further his
own political fortunes.
Southern men, however, are inclin-
ed to think that so long as there is
no available caUdidate from New York
they might as well have one of their -
own number on the ticket, just to test
the temper of the people of the Re-
publican states, if for no other reas-
on. Titer are a good many men in
the south who measure up well to
the standard of national politics.
It even seems possible that the old
days- of soutnern statesmanship are
returning, because many of the strong
Democratic states are retaining their
members of the House. and Senate
term after term and are thus build-
ing up a compact body of experienc-
ed public men who are ready to deal
with political questions and .confer-
vatively and wisely. ,
No candidate for the vice presiden-
cy nominated from the southern
states would add any strength to the
ticket from merely geographical con-
siderations. He might. In fact,
among certain irreconcilable people
in the nortd, be .a small degree an
element of weakness.
The point the southern people are
melting is a good one. They insist
that Inasmuch as the southern States
aro the only Domocratic ones the
party must necessarily look to them
for experfi‘nced political material
Moreover; the have an excellent lot
of public men nowadays and from that
number might eas14 he serected one
whose personal character and his cap-
ability on the stump would prove 's.
real source of strengtn to the party.
There are men like Culbeirson, of
Texas, Bacon, of Georgia, in the Sen-
ate, and John Saarp Williams, of
Minstasippi in the House. whose nom-
ination would be received with re-
spectful attention In .the north be-
yond all doubt, while one of the
younger generation like Clark How-
ell of Atlanta, who is already well
known in tne north, would unnties-
ttonswv provo to liti a
add to the strength of toe Democrats
in the remotes degree. District At-
torney Koran of Boston, was badly
beaten in his race for governor. Olney
never was a national quantity. Gas-
 '111•1••.••••••••••
didate and add poeit.ve strength to
any. ticket with which he was connect-
ed.
New that President Roosevelt has
broken the old tradition and has dem
onstrated that a vice president can
,subsequently be. elected president,
'there might easily be an nonorable
competition among the younger Dem-
ocrats of the Sotith to secure a nom-
ination for second place on 'the tick-
et. If by chance they should be suc-
cessful and Mr., Bryan should prove
to be an average president, they
would then nave a chance in. their
own person to realize the dream of
their own community by seeing a
Southern man once more 'the Presi-
dent. Worse things might happer
to the country than this, as evele-
body knows,,,
Couservatiom the South's Creed.
There is a distinct difference of
opinion, however, between Mr. Bryan
and the Southern Democrats are to-
day essentialy conservative. The ma
jority of them have forgotten theft
old free trade training and are turn
ing more and more to the protection
Idea. Even free silver, if presented
as an original proposition, would not
now receive respectful attention. The
radicalism of Hearst, toe municipal
ownership ideas of Dunne; and above
all the governmene_ewnership decar,
ation of Bryan, are by no means sat-
isfactory to the south.
The, statesmen freest that section
believe that Bryan made his govern-
ment ownership pronouncement mere
ly as a declaration of --his personal
idea, but that he had no notion of
Insisting upon it becoming a party
tonet..,..On the contrary. they have
been assured by friends of Bryan hint
self 'that if the matter Is feirly fought
out before tne committee on plat-
form and government ownership is
rejected he will not sulk in his tent,
but will content himself with the be-
lief that he is a generation or so
ahead of his party, a Pool-thy iihic'h
other distinguished Democrats have
occupied before' fit yan.
Lpt.r
• Lesson From Parker._ _
Perkier It is to emphasize their
conservaiLte that the Southern Dem-
crats are beginning to insist that
man from their section shall be put
on the ticket, so that they may he
well balanced as between the free
trade, government owneechip tenden-
cy of Bryan, and the protective tariff,
nome rule theories ot theitouth.
Most of the-Southern men are sick
and tired of the theory that they
must constder the "advisability" 'of
candidates only. If was that theory
which dictated the' nomination .of
Parker. The Southern people be-
lieved ne would stand a chance of
carrying his own state, and he was
nominated accordingly. He failed to
make any headway. Hearst .ailed
to carry Nrw York. McClellan is an
impoesibility, and unless the second
place spects to some one in Ohio or
Mississippi valley it will logically go
to the Smith, and the . Detnoctatic
hands will play Dixie through all the
suninver and fall of 1908.
‘tubetrilu. for Tit,'
W. F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy, P. Paryear
Cashier. Aseiste.nt Cashier,
CITIZENS' SAVINfiS BANK
Nit Incorporated
Capital  $ '00,000
Surplus 
Zt;' 
050,00
,
StOckholders liability   100,000
Total security to depositors $2.'10,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
4 courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCK.
Third and Broadway
Snow and Rain.
The first man to whom It ever oc-
curred to find out haw much reCn
was represented by a given fall %f
snow was Alexander Brick, of Kirk-
newton who in March. 1705, made a
einaple. experiment eileit the contents.
of a stone Jug driven fare downward
into over. six Inches of snow. What,,
he'learned was that a greater or less ,
degree of cold, or of wind, when the,
snow falls, and its "lying a longer .
or shorter time on the ground," will
occasion a difference in the e•
and in the quantity of water pro-
duced; "but ,if," het,added, "I may
trust to the abase wh:ch I en-
deavored to perform with care. snow,
newly fallen, with a moderate gale of
%%int. freezing cold. will produce a
quatitieesof witteseeeletsel to one-teat* ---
part of its bulk."' So that a fall of
snow of ten Mats represents a rata-
fell of one inch.—Londou Chronicle.
Mrs. Austin's famous Pancake
flour, made from tnree great staffs of
s• wheat, corn and rice
W. L. DOUGLASBEST $3.co SHOES
Only Fast Color
Eyelets used;
they will
not wear
brassy.
Notwith-
standingthe
high oriceof
leather, I can still
afford to sell as
good a shoe for
tile same price, $ 3.50, as formerly.
The increased volumeof my busi-
ness more than makes up for the
lessening of my profit.
If I could take you into my fac-
tories at Brockton, Mass., and
show you the infinite care with
which every pair of Douglas shoes j,
is made, you wiuld realize why f
they are the best shoes produced 1,
anywhere. . I.,
ILI could show you the difference between the shoes made in
my factory and those of other makes, you would understand why
W. L. Douglas $3.50 sl•oes cost more to make, why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and are of greater intrinsic;
value than any other $3.50 shoe on the market to-day.
SOLD BY
W.L.Douglas makes
and sells more
men's $.3- 50 shoes
than any other
manufacturer In
the world.
110form R anEWARD to y one
LIU who can disprove this
  statement.
FORA
NIL N:
ALL
LEATHERS
ALL
STYLES,
ALL ONE
PRICE,
$3.50.
LEN DLER LYDON
UMW_ NS. INSURANCE--Phone 279
It
If men fall th Ond tote in Yon they
will fail to find your Lord through
roll, „
a•Co.
0 AD WA
AMERICANS SENT
OUT OF KINGSTON
British Governor Says They
Are Not Needed
Ht • Is Not Able to Cope With Situa-
tion and Blue Jackets Won
Praise of Inhabitants,
DECOMPOSING BODIES SMELL.
Kingston Jamaica, Jan, - 21.-
Rear Admiral Davis' mission of mer-
cy to stricken Kingston came to an
abrupt an41 painful conclusion in
consequence of'" 'Governer Swetten-
nam's objection to the presence of
American sailors engaged in the
work of clearing -the streets, guard-
ing property and succoring the
wounded and sick, culminating in a
letter to the admiral peremptorily
requeeting hie% to reembark all par-
ties which had been landed
The friction between the governor
and the admiral began after the ar-
rival of tile American warships when
the governor objected to the firietg
of a salute In his honor on the
ground that the citizens might mis-
take the tiring for a new earthquake.
He also declared there was no ne-
cessity for American aid.
Rear Admiral Davis, however,
landed parties of blue jackets, woo
patrolled the streets, cleared the de-
bris, razed ruins, attended many
wounded and won the highest praise
from citizens and' Military officers
for their excellent work.
Rear Admiral Davis was still con-
vinced that the governor was une-
qual to the task of relieving dis-
tress-that this was evident from the
fact tnat the American field,,, hospital
had tended man's- sick and wounded
and others were constantly arriving,!
having been unable to get admission!
to the government hospital.
Last night the streets of the burn-
ed district still reeked with- ' -the\
stench of decaying bodies. The burn-
ed ruins were illuminated only by
the baleful glow of the corpse-fires
lining the roadways.
Today many bodies were recover-
ed through the a;c1 of vultures,
which perched in flOcks on the ruins
beneath which their prey.is buried.
As fast as they at' l uncovered the
bodies are thrown on the funeral
pyres and slowly consumed,
BRIDE OF 8 WEEKS
(Continued from first.)
"No harsh words have ever passed
between us since we were married.
We were happy and I was inexpress-
ibly shocked when I was told she
was dead. We have been married
eight weeks and she never said any-
thing to me to indicate that she ever
thought of committing suicide, We
ate breakfast this morning together
and the meal was as pleasant as any
we have ever had. I went oti to work
wtrhioue the slightest presentiment
that the trouble was coming."
Shortly sifter Mrs. Nance left her
home, Mr. Nance entered the veterin-
ary office and paid the rent for the
house lo Dr. Fisher, who owns the
building.
Underlying Tragedy,
Mrs Henry Greif, of 3949 South
Fogrth street, threw the most light
on Mrs. Nanctss death. Mr. and Mrs.
Nance ate Sunday dinner with Mr.
and Nies. Henry Greif yesterday and
from all appearances were perfectly
happy. But, according to Mrs. Greif,
an undercurrent of 'trouble between
Mrs. Nance and niembers of her fam-
ily was catering trouble In the Nance
home. From her etpry it appears
that someone wished to separate MT.
and Mrs. Nance. The reasons for It
and the belief' on Mrs. Grelf•ii part
that this interference caused Mrs.
+ Nance to kill herself, form a story of
tkenestic trouble, as sad as anything
reverted in years, and to her words
1555 follows: .
"In the flee place," said Mrs.
Grief, "Mrs, Nanee confessed to me
that a certain man was the father of
it child by her. The child only lived
a few days. On aceoent of this in-
t-Meet, none of Mrs. Mantel. family
would speak to her. When the raise
came up In court Reverel months ago.
Mrs, Nance was on the witness stand
and swore that this person was not
the father of the (tidal, but when I
asked her to tell me the truth, she
said she had sworn falsely because
iffie was afraid: that her life bed been
threatened if Mies told the truth. Mrs.
Near. was Nina ilutriphreys before
 t elle married mod she came to myhouse for a place. I took her in and
4, all the lime she was here she Iris a
wall-higleFht/ giel. Latter ate tohi me A note Was forind
4 tier trent**. She then Were to St to the corner. It was
lain note fever,
. ./'
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'the Vabucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INCORPORATED
F. 1L FISHER, PresIdeat.
IL Z. PAXTON, General Manager.
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Mature.1 at the postoffIce at Pedestal.
My.. as 'world class mattaLA
THE DAILY SUE
BY Carrier, per week $
By mail, per Month, in advance .26
By mail, per year, in advance 2.60
THE MEEKLY SUN
Wee year, by man, postage paid...11.00
Address THE KIN, Paducah, Ky.
efiles. 116 South Third. Phones HI
Payne a Young. Chios.. and New
fork representative& 
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
places:
R. D. Clemente es CM.
Van Cultn Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's,
144110w1 
MONDAY, JANUARY 21.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
December-1906.
1 3930 17 3963
3 3890 IS 3921
4 3677 19 3949
3863 200 3926
6 3935 21 3938
7 3896 22 3939
8 3894 24 3939
10.1.,..1:,9874 26 3561
11  3881 27 3925
12 '3927 28 3932
3934 29 3899
14 3921 31 3888
ri5 3914
Total  97,92/
Average for December, 1906...3,917
Average for December, 1905...3,740
Increase  177
Personally appeared before me,
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Dec., 19e6, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAill,
Notary Public.
commission expires January
22, 1908,
Daily Thought.
"Working for men is the best way
of waiting on God."
GOOD ROADS.
The Jackson Daily Sun
good ideas to add to TB S
suggestions for good ro s. T e
Jackson paper says:
The Paducah Sun of Jilisuary 16;
has a lengthy editorial upon good
roads from which we quote the fol-
lowing, as it puts the question very
well, and what is true of the advant-
age of good roads. to -McCracken
county and Padneah, Ky., is equaSy
as true of Madison county and Jack-
son, Tennessee, en& like the Padu-
cah Sun, we wish to record ourselves
on the side of the "btilter roads
movement." Of the Improvement of
the county high ways it says:
"Farmer and city man should join
ineimpport efleteldea. 'Both will be
benefited more thnn either realizes
It is customary among farmers not
to consider the value of their own
labor that of their horses nor the
wear and tear on their implements.
The agricultural industry is not so,
highly organized nor is the economy
of the business so nicely estimated,
as is that of the city corporations.
Rut-just the same these elements do
enter into the matter of profit and
loss on the farrie For instance, eggs,
butter, corn, oat., or whatever it
may be, bring a certain price in the
, market. The inarkil is in toe city. H
the weather, is bad and the roads
impassable, the farmer-must wait at
home- until it is possible to haul a
heavy load to the city. In the meal-
time reserve supplies of the commo-
dities may be called out by the price
offered and by toe time the roads
are good the prlee has fallen. Eggs
and butter usually are high in the
worst season. and thvy are high be-
cause the farmers can't get to
to supply the demand."
And the complaint that we dairy
hear of the tondition of our country
Mails since the recent rains, brings
home to, us the fact that both as a
city and a county we are suffering
from bad roads.
Even within the city limits, re-
ports comp of heavy laden wagons
having been *tailed and sunk to
their hubs In the mini on tne ungrav-
eled streets and in the country travel
Is almost at a standstill, except on
the graveled roads.
To the timid the issuing of bonds
is a great bug-a-boo, and they see
In their Imagination, ruin and bank-
ruptcy staring in the face of the city
or eounty which has the temerity to
issue them; but experience has prov-
ed that judiciously managed, a bond
Issue may prove a source of wealth
to, instead of a drain on the
ratline leaning them.
lb quote again:
"How. supposing a large slim
were spent in 'pnrmanent:y improv-
ing the roads. Bonds would he Is-
sued or long time notes given.
When the principal was expended as
11062ed the county wouid have roads
ea* bridges that would not require
town
corpo-
mending the next year. In that
event only sufficient money for a
sinking fund to pay interest and re-
tire the bonds would have to be ap-
propriated. It would not be long be-
fore the principal and interest were
paid, and with that off tsar hands
the county tax rate would he perma-
nently and materially reduced."
This is sound argument, and the
sooner we educate ourselves up to
the truth of this, the better it will
be for ourselves and for posterity.
No interior city in Tennessee has
more substantial reasons to expect
permanent and ever-increasing pros-
perity than Jackson.
Holding, as she does, a central po-
sition -in West Tennessee, the great
trunk lines naturally took the Jack-
son route, even when our flourish-
ing little city was but a village, and
now, with the Illinois Central and
the Mobile and Ohio roads running
north and south, and the N., C. arid
St. le east _and wests_ and. other roads
seeking entrance, the commercial
importance of the place must in-
crease with each year, and in the
same ratio the importance of having
good county roads will Increase.
With the start that Madison
county now has in the construction
of gravel roads, It will ,Ste an _easy
matter for her to Reep lead
and the more good roads that lead
into Jackson, the greater will be our
prosperity.
City Engineer Sam C. Lancaster
said in one of his articles upon the
subject that the grave: roads should
"radiate from Jackson like the points
of a star."
Let us make it a star of many
rays, and let these rays go so far
and in so many directions that Jack-
son can be called "the Star City,"
and each of her smooth gravel rays
will be a fesder to her prosperity,
ver which the heavy-laden wains
of cotton and corn and hay, lumber
and feed can be hauled at half the
cost, and twice the profit that such
commodities can be brought over
dirt roads.
In the meantime the money that
would have been spenS . in digging
and hauling dirt, building corduroy
roads or round logs, through bot-
toms, and plank roads through oth-
erwise inaccessible swamps, will Se
to pay off the interest and principal
of bonds and the good roads will re-
main a lasting legacy to our people.
What shall we do with the mil-
lion immigrants coming in every
-ear, exclaim the alarmists, and
hen Everybody's magazine this
o lb calls our attention to the
act that we kill halt a million ettery
year on our railroads and in our
shops and tunnels. The "more speed
craze" answers all questions con-
cerning surplus population in
America.
Our information about the identi-
ty of those who- do all they can to
prevent the location of industries in
Paducan is unauthentic and a 'bit
questionable, but we are quite sure
they have not contributed to the
fund to secure the glass plant, and
are doing nothing to aid the Com-
mercial club in this project.
The attention of the board of pub-
lic works should be called to the
condition os the public alley; In Pa-
ducah; not as a subject for litigation,
hut for purposes of sanitation and
Score one bright day for 1997,
even if it did necessitate toe inter-
vention of the winds of heaven to
disperse the clouds.
Has anybody declined the Demo-
cratic nomination for railroad com-
missioner In the First district?
It is easy enough to steal. The
difficulty lies in "getting away" with
the "swag."
THE JOKESMITH.
The Hobo-"Please, ma'am, would
youse give a pore man surothin' t'
eat woUs out tiv A job?"
The Lady-"It looks to me like a
strong man like you ought to get
work.'
The Ilobo-L-"I could get plenty of
work, ma'am if I only had a letter tiv
recommendation front me last em-
ployer."
The Lady-"And won't he give you
one "
The liobo-"I reckon he would,
ma'am, but he's imen doad for twenty
years."-Chicago Daily News.
"allse Chatterton NO'S it's her
proud beast that she has never heard
an opera in her life."
"Oh! you mute be mistaken She's
a society girl, and she frequently at-
tends the opera during the season-"
"Oh, yes, but she never goes except
s one of a box party."-Philadelphia
Press,
"I had such a .beautiful dream last
night." maid - Mrs. Gettinrich. "I
dreamed that i had died and ions' to
heaven." "And was It anything like
.the poets arel painters have pictured
it?" "Not a bit of It. it was illat
like Noir York, with endless rows of
thenters and reotaurants."..-Ohipeno
Record-Herald.
TUE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
CONSUMPTIVES IN
THE PINE WOODS
Camp Established by a Noted
Authority
Pe. tiliar Healing Pinter the Pines
Poesess Over Affections of
the Lungs.
TREATMENT IS VERY SIMPLE
lp the pine forests of Maine, in
the northeastern quarter, a famous
specialist in consumption and kidney
troubles, has a careleill the deeli Ulu
woods. With the oil of the white
pine trees he is effecting cures that
are attracting the attention of the
world, and are so certain that a re-
lapse is almost unknown. Patients so
114 that they had to be carried into
the pine woods on a litter have come
out in a few months completely cur-
ed.
A well-known local physician who
is familiar with this treatment, says
it is just as efficient in the home of
the patient as it is in the pine woods.
It has a peculiar healing power
over affections of the throat, lungs
and bronchial tubes, will break up a
cold in 24 hours, and will cure any
cough that is curable.
The treatment is very simple, con-
sisting of the Pure Virgin Oil of Pine
mixed with Whisky and Glycerine In
the following proportions:
Virgin Oil of Pine (Purel..1-2 ounce
Qlycerine 2 ounces
Good Whisky 8 ounces
Shake well and use in teaspoonful
doses every four hours.
The ingredients can be secured
from any good prescription druggist
at' small cost.
Inquiry at the prescription de-
partment of one of the leading drug-
gists elicited the information that
the Pure Virgin Oil of Pine is put
up only in half-ounce vials for dis-
pensing. Each vial is securely sealed
in a round wooden ease, with en-
graved wrapper showing -the name-
"Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure)" -plain-
ly printed thereon. There are many
rank imitations of Virgin Oil of
Pine, Pine Balsam, etc. Never accept
these as a substitute for the Pure
Virgin Oil of Pine, as they will in-
variably produce nausea and never
effect the-desired result.
REPENTS IN HASTE.
Correspondence School of Matrimony
Discouraging.
Mrs. Lenora Dooley, wife of John
Dooley, a farmer of Ktowa, Kan.,
whom she merried Tneelday, January
15, after knowing him but a few
days, tried to break through -tee iron
guard gates at the St. Louis Union
station Friday and end her life under
the wheels of a passenger train. She
corresponded with Dooley for some
time, the correspondence being
brought About by an uncle of the
bride, a neighbor to Dooley in Kan-
sas. After a few days at Heath, the
bride's home, they left for St. Louis.
Mrs. Dooley was Miss Lenora Wood
38 years- old-, a daughter of John
Wood, aid a sister of Mrs. Clark
Fortson, wife of the deputy sheriv.
YOU nON'T HIVE TO
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Fos
keeps yOur Whole Insides net. Sold on the
IncsavrAuelt plan everywhere Price 14. pstg.
\i"wite
Reductions
On All Odd'
• Trousers
$3.00 Trousers $2 26
$4 00 Trousersi $3 00
$4.00 Trousers *3.72
$6.00 Tmusers.. $4 50
$7.50 Trousers $5 63
Till NEW STORE'S
Odd Trouser Sale is an
odd one, for you are offered all
this season's new goods-no
old ae,eumulated stocks from
former years. To make an
old imit look new, toneh it up
With a new pair of trousers.
ppYL
44$-. 4!?
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Great Clean=Up
Has begun and if you
come down and be convinced
best values ever offered in
RI E 9S
Sale
•
•are looking for bargains
that we are giving the
this city. :: :: :: ...
1 piece all-wool serge,in tan, a 65c
value for the yard 25€
1 lot Wool mixtures 40 in. wide,
a 600 value-for--.seese -- -. 25e _
3 piece wool mixture, figured, 40
in. wide, 50c and 75c value for 25c
1 piece Wool Covert, in Grey, a 75c
value for 25€
- 1 piece Wool Crash, 44 in. wide,
worth 75c, for 31k
1 piece Grey Whipcord, a $1.25
value in this sale Althreeseee
2 Pieces Tan Cravenett, 50 in. wide
regular $1.25 value for 49c
3 pieces Cravenett, all-wool, 54 in.
wide, $1.50 value for 94c
1 piece Grey Wool Suiting, 50 in.
wide, $1.25 value for 75c
4 pieces Wool Plait, 36 In, wide,
50c value, for 2.'Sc
1 lot Knab Veils,blue, tan and black
worth 75c, for 25e
Any $1.25 value Broad Cloth, for 98c
1 lot heavy Skirting, worth 15c and
25c, for  10c
1 lot Cotton Plaids, worsted effects
a 10c Italue. for 5c
15 pieces Outing Flannel, 10c value
for 7 1.2c
15 pieces Flanneletts, worth 10c •
and 12 1-2c, your choice 6 1-2c
300 yards Indian Linon, a 10c value
fOr  7 1-2c
300 yards White Lawn worth 61/2r
for 5c
50t) yards India Li-non, a 12 1-2c
value for s- . - . 10c
18 pairs all-wool IBlankets. 10x11-4
worth $6.00 and 17.00 for .94.75
10 pairs all-wool Blankets 10x11-4
1 lot all-wool Plaid Blankets, as-
worth $5.00 for 43.50
sorted colors, a $6.00 value, in
this sale for $3.98
Ladies' Wool Hose, worth 25c
for 1Sc pair
Ladies' Wool Hose, worth 35c
for 25c pair
Ladies' Flesced Hose, worth 25c
for 18e pair
Ladies' Casnmere Gloves, 25c quali-
ty, for  ,   , 18c
Ladies' Golf Glove, worth 50c,
for  25e
1 lot Men's Undershirts and Draw-
era fleeced lined, worth 50c a
garment, now 3Ec
1 lot White Lawn, 40 in. wide, 15c
valu.e .........-....- ....12 1-2c
1 lot Slightly Soiled Embroidery
10c, 12 1-2 and lac value
for 7 1-2c
1 lot Slightly Soiled Embroidery,_
•50c, 65c and 75c value for ...25e
1 lot Slightly Soiled Embroidery, .
25c, 35e and 40c value for ....15c
REMNANTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT HALF PRICE
_
•
ear
9
-,m........ MIP- ‘
- 
322-324 Broadway 322-325 Broadway
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returned -here and married Mr. Nance.
"Mrs. Nance charged a young man
who had been calling on- her, with be-
ing the child's father but the young
man left the city when the trouble
came up. She told me that the young
man was innocent of the merge, sirs.
latitts told me that ever sincee she
had been married to Mr. Nance she
had been hounded. She said that a
man would come 'to her house when
Mr. Nance was at work and then go
to Mr. Nance and tell him -he had
been to see this wife, and that he
would write notes and do the same
thing. The only trouble I know of
between Mr. and Mrs. Nance was,
that Mr. Nance 'told her she would
have to choose between this man and
himself."
"Last Saturday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Nance and myself went down
Kettee}iy avenue, and Mr. Nance left
its:I 1 the market to go over to the
waye to get his wages. Mrs. Nance
and, myself went into the market and
there met this man. He came up to
us and said something to, Mrs. Nance,
who moved, away. Then I said to
Ititai that be had better let Mrs. Ne.nce
alone as he woutd cause trouble be-
tween her and her'hueband. He said
he wished to separate them. I told
tilin the girl was so troubled that site._.-
mig,ht kill herself, and he said the
sooner the better.
Mrs. Nance told me that she
thad received a note Friday and that
she %sink' come over Monday morn-
ing to whew it to me. It was becate•
elle didn't come this morning that
went over to see her and found he
dead. YVIS. Are. Nance had otter,
spoken to me about killing herself.
The people would bring up her trou-
ble of the child, a,nri that would hurt
tter, I looked fo rthe note this morn-
ing, she staid she had received, but
could not fled it."
MTEI. Nence's mother died sever-al
menthe ago and her body was ex-
humed for an analysis of theatomach.
Nothing ever came of the analysis.
Dr. J. C. Freeland mild that. Mrs.
Nance died from carbolic acid poison-
ing, The Inquest wiji be held this
afternoon at 3 o'clock..
Mem. ,Nance wait the second wife of
Mr. Nanee, his first wife having been
Mrs. Henry Greif, who obtained a
divorce from him Several linfeeThe-
for her death, -Mrs. Nance had de-
tailed. to Mrs. Geerf hew she would
like to be hurled. -as If her mind wire
brooding on the subject. Mrs Nene°
left some Insurance,
Louis and after owing alone awhile tm pencil on
Leaves is Note,
and turned over
written with
and the
s
e 4.
writer must evidently hatte been in
a nervous state. The writing Is net
legible, except the first part of the
note which reads:
"Deare frinds I !eye a note to lett
you all kno I taken my own lifee-Tha
girl.I leve my insurance-"
The remainder of the wait Is so
bad that deciphering It is Impossible.
The coroner will hold it as evidence...
UNDERWEAR
REDUCTIONS
COME NEXT
The largest manufacturers in the world con-
tribute to the immensity of our stock and
‘-'wsile44-....4)-ote the prices belom you are
assured of a wide range of choice.
2.00 and $2.50 Suits $ 1.60
3.00 Suitt; - . 2.40
• 400 Sun ----.. 3.20
5.00 5.00
6.00 and $7.50 Suite 4.50
10.00 Suits 6.50
-r
Meg
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#
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•
•
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6
I
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MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Drummers Sample Line
Garments at Manufacturers Cost
Owing to the inclement weather this past we, a
good many of our customers have not been able to at-
tend this sale of sample garments; so we will continue
thi.1 sale of Drummers' Sample Underwear for the next
week during our general clearance sale January 21-26.
,
LacHum' Read3'istoeW4NAP Department
(Second Floor.)
L LOC.4L LINES.
—For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
—Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
—Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
"—When you oraer a rig from u- s
you -are talking to, one of the pro-
prietors or capable a,erks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, flies
and 11S1s the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
—The F. W. Cook Brewing com-
pany, of Evansville, gave $200 to the
glass factory fund today, and wrote
a flattering letter on the enterprise
of the Commercial club.
—City suoscrioers to the Daily
Sun who-telah the delivery of UAL'
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors .or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
—Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
--S.L.Beadiesea former patrolman,
has announced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for city jail-
er.
—Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
flee painting of every charactee, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Pelona 401
—For high-grade wallpaper see
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
—Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
—Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
next to Register building. Office
phones 870. residence 272.
—Upright pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
—Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
—Charles J. Kiger, who has for
years been on the road for the Meyer
Brothers Drug aompany of St. Louis,
has been cane(' in and placed in the
hoUse. He will move to St. Louis to
reside. Mrs. D. L. Sanders, wife of
the late police judge and Miss Ella
Sanders, will remove to St. Louis
with Mrs. Kiger. Mrs. tenor is a
daughter of Mrs. Sanders.
—Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at priees much lower than
you pay eleewhere.
—You know your calling cards
are carrect when they come from The
Sun. Script cards and p'ate $1.50 a
hundOrd., 'the Old Eng'leh $3.
—the Cumberland Telephone corn
patty here nas dispensed with collect-
ors, and patrons will have to call at
the office hereafter and pay their
telephone rent.
—Globe Wernieke Ming cares and
all supplies for them, also the beet
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly tilled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clemente & Co.
—The dairy wagon of S. A.
Cross was struck bi a passenger
train at the Main street crossing at
Mayfield Saturday at, noon and Mr.
Cross was seriously injured.
—We have Slug Riot that will de-
stroy all insects on plants: and Plant
Food that will make plants grow.
• Brunson, h29 Broadway.
—The Union Sunday S 01
Teachers' Training class will eet
this evening at 7:3n o'clock at the
parish house of Grace Episcopal
church. The Rev. D. C. Wright will
address the class on "Jerusalem the
Holy City."'
—All office fixtures of the Padu-
cah Commission company were
shipped to Memphis Saturday where
the headquarters of the Interstate
Commission company have been
cate4.Air.,1(eary J, _Arena is ism':
dent and principal etovliholdar In the
latter concern.
—Sam leraelfords of Asheraft are-
hue, foU while walking In hi st yard
this, Morning. and broke several
bones in his right' hand. The hand
WAs dressed by Dr. Cart M. Sears.
TUBERCULOSIS
WILL BE SUBJECT OF IMPORT-
ANT CONFERENCE.
Dr. Brooks Assigned for Subject of
Physician's Duty Before Na-
tional Association. „
Dr, J. G. Brooks, eke president of
the ,American Anti-Tuberculosis
league, will address delegates at the
annual meeting .to be held at Atlantic
City, Nel., June 1 'to 4, inclusive, on
"The Physician's Duty." He received
a personal letter from President
George E. Brown, of Atlanta, Ga.,
this morning, 'taking foe his subject
that it might be incorporated In the
program.
"This is pne of the greatest moves
the medical fraternity has .ever
known," Dr. Brooks declared. "Tu-
berculosis Is a contagious disease,
and its effect on t•he country is ale
palling. A circular iseued by the so-
ciety shows something like 150,000
deathe tmeneally from this cause. The
move to stanipet out as much as pos-
sible was ret afoot in Atlanta. where
over 3,404 delegates gathered at
the last meeting. The press and every
public body ehottel aid us all possi-
ble In Paducah some goon work
has been done, but more is needed,
and I lope to be able to arouse some
interest in the move."
ELEVEN RECRUITS
READY TO BE MUSTERED IN BY
LIEUTENANT REED.
Endless Chain System of Recruiting
I Enlisting All Available
Men.
Eleven recruits await inspection of
Lieut. William L. Reed at the local
recruiting station. He will arrive to-
morrow morning. Last week was
the best week Sergeant Blake has
had since he took charge of the office
here. The large number of appli-
cants Sergeant Blake is receiving
now is due to the tine system of call-
ing the attention of the young men
in the towns around Paducah to the
army service. ,
It Is a sort of endless chain system
devised by Lieutenant Reed. Ser-
geant Blake writes to the postmaste.
at any given town asking for the
names of three young men who like-
ly would be fit for army service.
When he secures these names he
sends them literature describing
army life and its advantages as a
career. From each of three men he
secures three new name., and thus
the system grows indefinitely. Ser-
geant Blake Is awaiting orders, to ge.
to Cairo to open the new office. High
water itrobably is the cause of tne
delay In receiving the orders.
People and
Pleasant Events
Reber-Englert Wedding January 211.
The marriage of Miss Maggie Reber
and Mr. Lonnie Englere whose wed-
ding bans were announced two weeks
ago, will take place on January 29 at
3 p. in, at the St. Francis de Sales
Catholic church. The Rev. Father H.
W. Jansen will perform the ceremony.
The only attendants will be Mr.
Charlie Reber, of Princeton, and Mr.
Elmer Englert, of Paducah, brothers
of the bride and groom. The bride
will wear white point d'esprit over
white ...attn. A fecention at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. C, J. Reber. 917
'Clark street, will follow the ceremony
They will reside at the groom's home
on Trimble street.
The, cottple are well known
popular young people of the city.
Mies Reber is a pretty and attractive
young lady, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Reber of Clark street.
The groom is connected with the
Englert & Bryant grocery store, on
Second street.
An unusual and pretty feature con-
nected with the event Is that the mar-
riage will be solemnized on the 11th
anniversary of the bride's sister, Mrs.
George Yopp, and on the 16th birth-
day of a younger sister, Mies Ida
Reber.
Beautiful Luncheon 'to Brides-Elect.
1 Mrl. Vernon Blythe was the host-
ess at a charmingly appointed lunch-
eon today at 11:30 o'clock at her
home on North Seventh etreet, in
honor of the brides-elect Miss Ruth
\Veil, and Miss Martha Davis. Miss
Anne Rhea. of Nashville, was also,
an honor geese.
The table was a beautiful effect in
green and SPhite,--and was -firtTlaft0MQ-
ly set. In the center a cut glass vase
on a mirror, heed a graceful arrange
ment of •Bride's roses and smilax.
The place cards were white hearts
daintily decorated and lettered in
green with the initials of the two
brides. Each cantained a clever bit
of verse, appropriate to the recipient.
'Jibe nine course menu was a pretty
service in the white and green motif,
the idea being especially elaborated
in the selaids and ices. The tatter
were wreathed cakes iced in green
with a wreath of white roees. These
were filled with par fait ice, which
wee iced over with green roses.
The ten c'ovet' s iteluded: Miss
Ruth Weil, Miss Menthe, Davis, Miss
Anne Rhea, of Nashville, Tenn.;
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott: Miss Mary
Scott, Mies Kathleen NV h itefield , Mrs.
Henry Rudy, Mrs. John Scott, Mrs.
Aden Ashcraft, Mrs. Vernon Blythe.
Wedding Bans Announced.
The, wedding bans of Miss Lorena
Greif and Mr. Maurice Lenahan,were
published yesterday morning at the
St. Francis de Sales Catholic church
at high mass. The wedding will be
solemnized on February 6, at the
church, the Rev. Father H. W. Jan-
sen, officiating.
Both are well known young peo-
ple of the city. Miss Greif is the
daughter of the late Joseph Greif
and resides with her motner at Twen-
ty-seventh and Jefferson streets. She
is an attractive young lady with ma-
ny friends. Mr. Lenahan is a pope-
Ian employs of the Illinois ecentraf
railroad in Paducah.
Mr. J. Spencer Morrow has gone
to gpokane, Wash.
Mr. Henry Woeitz, of San Anto-
nio, Tex., is visiting his cousin, Mr.
Lee Wurth.
Mrs. Cora Lane, of Bowling Green.
Is the guest of Mrs. R. L. Beak, of
717 South Ninth street.
Miss Dorothy Wilcox, of Kutta.wa.
visited Misses Pearl me Jimmie
feie4: of Seventh and Clark streets,
Sunday.* She returned home this
morning.
Mr, George A. Wright went to Ha-
zel today on business.
Mr. Bernice Dawes, son of Conduc-
tor Robert Dawee, of the Illinois Cen-
tral Hopkinevillee-Cairo run, is pre-
cariously ill of pneumonia at St
Right on the Job.
When father lays tho carpet,
It. gets right on th• job.
And WANT ADS. lift there shoo
Whim pee try 'am on the mob.
, • ^
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Mary's hospital in Casro, and his
parents are at his bedeide, lie is
manager of the Halliday liouse_cigar
stand.
Attorneys John G. Miller, senior
end junior, went to Princeton this
morning on professional business.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Penfx,
of Rowlandtown, a daughter.
Dr. C. Harkey, of Reidland, is In
Paducah today.
Mr. Joe Watson, of the Benton
road, is recovering from an opera-
tion. 
•
Captain James Lemon, of tne May-
field Messenger, spent Sunday in Pa-
ducah.
Mr. Raymond Gilbert, of Golconda,
is in the city.
Mr. King Johnson, an attorney
from Princeton, is in the city today
Miss LaTella Vichery, of North
Tenth street, is recovering from an
attack of the grip.
Miss Manie Cobb left today. for
New York city to spend the winter
with Mr. and Mrs. Deem S. Cobb. -
Mr. and Mrs. Mnscoe Burnett and
Miss Mary Terry ilernett arrived
home last night. from Louisville,
where they went to attend the Bur-
nett-Cary wedding. They were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Pace
on Ormsby avenue.
"HOOKED" THE GOODS
Thief Stuck Piece of Wire Through
Break in Window.
Literally "hooking" the goOds, a
thief cleaned the display window of
Earl Dunn's drug store, Seventh and
Clay streets, last night, and- the loss
will amount to about $25. Mr. Dunn
looked up early last night. He had
eneolisplay in tne north window ot
hilt store an assontment of combs,
brushes and harps. This morning he
was surprised to find the window
empty. He eaw in the corner a piece
of glass broken out, the space being
large enongn- to- admit-s-,-hand;- A
hook made of twisted wire was
found nearby and it 16 presumed the
tales "hooked" the goods, pulled
them to him, and in this way cleaned
the window of its contents. Detec-
tives are working on the case.
Pat Rogers.
at Rogers, 32- sears old, died
th . morning at 2 o'clock at the rest-
deOce of his father-in-law, Mr.Louis
Rabp, 942 Trimble street, of stom-
ach trouble, after an illness of sev-
eral weeks. He married several years
ago and came here from Chicago to
work ns the Illinois Central shops as
boilermaker. He leter,went to Aekan-
ses and when taken ill removed to
Paducah. He leaves parents in Chi-
cago, three brothers, two sisters and
a wife. The burial will be Wednes-
day morning at 9 o'clock, services to
be conducted at the St. Francis De
Sales church. The burial will be in
Mt. Carmel cemetery. Relatives from
Chicago are expected to attend the
funeral.
Mrs. fl, D. Thomson.
,Mrs. D. D. Thomson, sister ef
Mrs. D. L. Sanders, of this city, pass-
ed away Saturday ip Dallai, Texas,
after an illness of only a few days.
Mrs. Thiornsen is well remembered
in Paducah where she formerly lived.
She was the wife of the late Dr. D.
D. Thomson, for some years a prom-
inent physician of the place, and wa-s
former' Miss Ella Enders, the old-
ent daughter of the late Henry M.
Enders, an old and prominent anti-
bell= resident of Paducah. She
had been living In Dallas of late years
with her only child, Henry Thomson.
Mrs, Thomson spent several months
'here last spring with her sister, Mrs.
Sanders, and renewed many early
friendships. ' She had se large number
of relatives in - Padurah.
Entertained in Louisville.
The Louisville Courier-Journal of
Sunday says:
"Miss Abbie Bryan, the daughter
of Mr. John Bryan of this city, and
Mr. J. Bolin, of Padacah, were mar-
ried Friday moreing at the home of
the bride's uncle, Mr, Adrian Greif,
of Paducah. After a breakfast the
bridal party left for Louleville.
where a reception was given them
by Mr. and Mrs. McC,Cermick, grand-
parents of the bribe. After a series
of entertainments, the couple -will
leave for the east, 4nd will be at
home to their friends, after March
1. In Paducah, where they will In the
future reside."
Modern Woodmen Notice.
The regular meeting of Camp No.
11313 will be at Red Men's hall over
Foreman Bros., North Fourth *reel.
A large attendance requested.
J. H. FAITZIUS, Clerk.
—The Rev. G. W. Banks, of the
Trimble Street Methodist church,will
lecture Wednesday evening on "A
Trlp to Palestine." Mr. Banks at-
IN THE COURTS
Circuit Court
L. Barry against A. C. Shelton dis-
missed.
City of Paducan against John
Rock, assignee of the Paducah Tow-
ing companyeudgment for a few dol-
lars back taxes entered.
James A. Maynard against the
East Tennessee Telephone company
and J. M. Griggs against the Postal
Telegraph and Cable company.
H. and L. Charles Bag company
against the Southern Peanut com-
pany continued.
W -G. Colley against Ie. L. Colley,
judgment for divorce.
Gray and Dudley against the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company, con-
tinued. "
This morning at tne adjournment
of circuit court, the jury was dis-
missed until tomorrow tn- tne-actinn
of Mrs, E. E. Jackson against the
Postal Telegraph and Cable compa-
ny. She asks for $5,000 damages for
failure to deliver a telegram, an-
nouncing her mother's death.
In Bankruptcy.
Trustee A. E. Boyd sold the ac-
counts today of the bankrupt M.
Schwab store for $18. They were
listed at $400.
Police Court.
It was a docket Interspersed with
felony cases that Judge Cross opened
at 9 o'clock this morning when po-
lice court convened. 'font Wood was
held to the grand jury for malicious-
ly cutting Alex Bloodworth Saturday
night on Mill street in Mechanics-
burg: A charge of breach of peace,
against Charles Ross, alleged to have
been in trouble with Bloodworth be-
;fore the cutting, was held over to
'Magistrate C. W. Emery, being com-
mitted' en- Ore—wrath- skit let-Mtn
street, a few feet ounide the city
Bloodetorth was stabbed on
the left side of the back just above
the hip. He was able to be at court.
Will Kramer, charged with knock-
ing John Wright into the river from
a towboat Saturday, was granted a
continuance.
Oscar Baker, charged with selling
a coat that did not belong to him for
75 cents, continued.
Robert Smith, colored, for break-
ing into Walter Seek's bakery. con-
tinued.
Other cases: Mrs. Eliza Sweeney,
drunk and disorderly, 50 days in
jail: Frank Senter, breach of peace,
dismissed; Jim Kirksey, Noah Coley,
dismissed; and Dock Carroll, $10
and costs: Sans Span, $5 and cost's:
Pete Griffin $5 and costs for fighting.
Deeds Filed.
E. D. Thurman to Arthur Murray,
property in the Thurman addition,
$150.
County Court/
Arthur Murray, was appointed ad-
ministrator of the estate of John
Murray, Mary E. Murray waiving
right.
C. M. I.eake, J. Cole and J. C Ma-
ret were appointed appraisers of the
estate of John Murray.
Magistrate's Court.
_ Magistrate C. W. Emery this
morning called his docket and set
cases.
Charles 'Ross, for a breach of
peace eommitteed just outside the
city limits near Mill street, was fined
$1 and costs.
In Bankruptcy.
Order of the court, adjudging E.
Rfiehkopf a bankrupt was receivedeto-
day by B. W. feagby, referee in bank-
ruptcy. Mr. Rehkopf has' until 'Jan-
uary TS to eomplete his schedule of
areetrand liabilities, after which a
mertiting of creditors will be held and_ —
a trustee appointed.
OLD OFFICERS
Of Library Board Probably WIII Be
Re-elected.
The board of the Paducah public
library will meet tonight In regular
annual seeelon for the purpose of
electing officers. There are no new
members and it is probable that Pres
Heat E, W. Bagby will succeed him-
self. The other officers are: Vice-
president, H. G. Savage: secretary,
Mrs. A. R. Meyers; treasurer, C'narles
Wellle.
Notice
Magnolia Grove No. 2, Woodmen
Circle, will hold called meeting at
the home of Gov. Spence on South
Fourth street, Tuesday night. Busi-
ness of Importance.
To Our .Patrons.
We reepectfutly call -sttir attention
tended the Worl,l's Sunday school to the change in 
the openrng of our
convention„ Jerusalem in 1904,and Perre'rtnances• 
from 5'30 to 8'15
twill relate his personal experience at o'clock every vecmitig:"
that time. The Kentucky,
SCHAEFFER Mge
—Wedding Invftations, n tom nce-
meats anti every character of en- Chief of Police Sharklefl)rd, of
graved work is given Careful, per- Princeton, it% . was in Paducah San-
t
sopa? attentlon at The Sun. 1day night on business.
HENS WILL LAY
If in Clood Condition
Horses Will Pull
If feelingvood.
Cows Will Pay
.If fed properly
Hogs Will Fatten
If treated right
Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
TIPS.
As "skill is stronger than strength"
—because skill harnesses and drives
strength—so is an advertiser strong-
er than his advertisement. But he
must harness this force of "publici-
ty" and drive it on his errands with
skill and a firm hand.
The want ad. columns show the
daily problems of the city in course
of solution.
Cowper was not writing about ad-
vertising, and yet he said: Quick is
the succession of human events. The
cares of today are seldom the cares
of tomorrow, and when we lie down
at night, we may safely say to most
of our troubles, "Ye have done your
worst, and we. shall met no more."
The development of want advertising
makes these things truer In our day
than they were when Cowper wrote
them.
WANTED— Position in office by
young lady. "9," Stun office.
CLOTHES-creleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVEF.STREET, the painter. New
phone 102.5, old phone 975.
FOR REN1—Elegant flats, Setentli
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
538 South Third Furniture bought
and sold, New phone 900-a.
WANTED—A position by young
man of ability to do office work and
bookkeeping. Address M. E., Sun.
FOR RENT—One six room and
bath apartment in Sans &mei apart-
ments.
FOR RENT—Brick residence cor-
ner Sixth and Madison. Apply to D.
A. Yeiser.
_
FOR RENT—Brick residence cor-
ner Sixth and Madison. Apply to D.
A, Yelser,
FOR SALE—Three ni a
wagon, one buggy. Apply to J. C.
Walker', 114s Broadway.
FOR -SALE—Two wheel rubber
tire pony cart. Apply 820 South
Seventh.
ANY PERSON willing to distribute
our samples: $20.410 weekly. "Em-
pire," 92 IstSalle St., Chicago.
FOR RENT—Brick residence cor-
ner Sixth and Madison. Apply to D.
A. Yelser.
WANTED—Boarders— ii:capi
front room at 726 Jefferson. Phone
1205.
PI ANO end houdehold Furniture
for' sale at reasonable "prices, Apply
1722 MSAISMT:-
. 
BEND 'your clothes go the-riult-
less Pressing elute 30214 Broadway.
Drake A Browder, proprietors. Both
Phones 1507.
_
L(1'—A black end gold shield
iscrrocitrain, set with pearls and tur-
quoise Return to The Snn office for
reward
FOR RENT---heonard'S boiler
shop, second and Tenneaset, also of-
;flee rooms month Thad street.
Phone 222.
coTTAGE-for rent. Centralls
cated. Apply at 441 South Sixth
street.
FOR RENT—One nice furnished
room, with all modern conveniences
at 123 North Seventh street. Phote
2107.
FOR RENT—Two 'nicely furnish-
ed rooms with all modern conveni-
ences at 912 Broadway. Old phone
23S8.
THE PARTY who carried a lady's
fur neck piece from the Broahway
Methodist church last night, through
mistake, will confer a favor by leav-
ing eame at this office.
'OWH011 IT el A V' cobeern WI
are ready to' take care of all dead an-
imals such as cows, horses, mules.
hogs and dog 01.: wagon will call
and get them without cost. Teis-
Phone 1859, Gent & Elliott.
TAKEN UP as an estray by Mrs.
Elizabeth Leideker, two miles from
Tyler, McCracken county, Ky., one
red Jersey cow, with ercrp in each ear,
about 12 sears old. Appraised at
$12. Given under my hand this De-
cember 15, 19146. W. E. Lane. J. P.
HONEST DOUBTEILS
The Rev. W. T. Boiling in a ser-
mon yesterday morning at the Broad-
way Methodist church, based on the
text "And Thomas :said, elt tenet and
My God," paid high tribute to the
"honest doubter" and the work he
has done along all lines, religious,
scientific, hieterloal, etc., for the
world's gond and uplift. He emeha-
sized his dietinatiop front the cap-
tious critic, and showel that the
honest seeker need have no fear of
Investigating. The music was eepec-
!ally fin, at both service* aut.i the
church war, crowded morning and
night.
-------
Pure Blood Is Essential to Good
Health.
Dr. A. T. Oiee, tne discoverer of
Osteopathy, statea many years ago,
that perfect circulation of blood con-
taining the proper food elements for
tissue nourishment was absolutely
essential for the maintenance of
health, and all researches along hate
terkelogicai lines have proven witr-
out doubt the fart.
Perfect circulation Is -dependent
on normal structure. -As long as the
different parts of. 'the human organ-
ism are In ,prOper relation to each
other, and-ywe observe the laws of
Nature, the arteries and Nei MO will be
tenimpinged and the blood ciriulate
freely.
Pure blood Is the best ircrrolcIde
known. Germs and their ill effects
will disappear from the presence of
pure blood.
The dry, hot-air treatmertts that I
give, in connection' with Osteopathy,
restores the circulation to Its normal
condition, and Improves and stimu-
lates the blood. I have had marked
success in its use with people In Pa-
ducah you all know well, and to ,
whom I can refer you if you wish evi-
donee of she feet.
The treatment is Successful In ale
("Aare br stomach and liver disorders,
malaria 'conditions, Theis met ism,
nervousness and Chronic headaches.
Dr. G. B. Frolige, 519 Broadway.
Phone 1407,
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Your Money
Cannot walk nor entwl away from you, nor be lost or
stolen when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
in this bank.
Open an account at once and get yourself a start.
„„,....---- • Mechanics and
" Farmers Savings Bank40-, •
210 Broadway
Removal Sale of Ai Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room—now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the meantime we have made startling re-
dttetions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the present aid, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 54) per cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
Chatted With Surgeons.
St. Louis Mo.. Jan. a —Surgical
sokence, appliectelo anadthetice,
may be revolutionized as tne result
of roar wonderful operations perform
ed by Dr. Hal W. Foster. of Kansas
City, discoverer of a new local anaes-
thetic. assisted by Dr. John Young
Brown, of St. Louis, at the City Hos-
pital.
Dr. Foster successfury operated on
four patient, who were perfectly con
scious every raiment they were un-
der the knife. The Kansas City Wiz-
ard drove all feeling from the vicinity
of that part of the body where he
proposed to operate with his discove-
ry.
Although undergoing dangerous
and painful operations, the patients
talked throtighoilt the ordeal with-
out any suffering or discomfort what
ever.
Many famous St. Louis surgeons
stood aroune t• e operating table and
marveled while Dr. Foster operated
on aan -fareatrazigulated hereite
Doctors dread this operation because
it is both difficult and dangerous.
The patient watched the cutting
process closely. He chatted as pleas-
antly and was as free from pain as if
the surgeon had a guinea pig under
the knife instead of his own body.
The surgeons congratulated Dr.
Foster at the conclusion of his mar-
velous feat and predicted that tne
anaesthetic will bring him world-wide
fame.
Toe dangers of administering chlo-
roform and ether will be done away
with If the new anaesthetic is a suc-
cess. Persons with a weak heart an'
other constitutional weakneases can
go under tne knife without fear.
it is a poor kind of sympathy that
exhausts itself in a sigh.
FREE
CLIMAX
ESTATE GAS
RANGE
To Be
GIVEN AWAY
To the Person
Guessing nearest to the
correct number of
beans contained in the
glass jar at the Gas
Exhibit Pure Food
Show, Jan-. 21 to 26.
4
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
THAW MURDER CASE
TRIED THIS WEEK
Recalls Roof Garden Tragedy
of Last Summer
Will "Unwrituit Law" or Insaniy
Pies of Defense—No One
seems to pnow.
STORY OF WHITE'S DEATH.
„New York, Jail% —11th the
date set for trial of Harry K. Thaw
only a day distant this famous case
has again become the chief topic of
conversation in the metropolis. Not
since Edward S. Stokes killed Jim
Fisk, in 1871, has a tragedy caused
such universal comment in this city.
Regarding the main facts of the
kiling .of Stanford White, the dis-
tinguished and wealthy architect,
there is no doubt that it is likely that
the prosecution will spend little time
in presenting its case. Four or five
witnesses will tell the story of the
shooting of White by Thaw at the
Maltteen Square roof garden on the
evening of June 2,5 lave It was dur-
ing the first performance of a frothy,
frivolous play "known as "Mlle Cham-
pagne," and while a man on the
gaudy stage was singing "I Could
Love a Thousand Girls," that a rpistol
ehot put an end to the feetivities.
Stanford White lay dead at the table',
and Harry Thaw, a smoking pistol
in his hand, was heard to say:
"You ruined my wife, damn you,
and now I've got you."
- 'Thaw was Immediately arrested
and lodged in the Tombs prison,
where he has been confined since the
tragedy. His wife, pretty Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, a former chorus girl
and protege of Stanford White, is ex-
pected to be an important witness
for the defense and will probably tell
of her relations with the wealthy
architect. Mrs. Charles J. Holman,
mother of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, has
declared that she wil ltestify against
her son-in-law. She declares that
Thaw had no reason to be jealous of
White, who had always treated Eve-
lyn with the utmost consideration.
The prosecution will be personally,
conducted by Attorney General Jer-
ome and the examination of witnesses
for the state will probably consume
but a few 'hours. Probably not until
the prosecution has completed the
presentation of its case will the peo-
ple of New York know-the answer to
the question which has been agitat-
ing them for weeks—whether Harry
Thaw will Insist that the defense be
based on the "tinwritten law" which
permits a man to slay the des-pored
of his home, or whether he will yield
to thee-entreaties of his mother and
sister and allow a plea of emotional
insanity. Thaw's sister, the Countess
of Yarmouth, who is now here to at-
tend the trial, has brought all her In-
fluence to bear in favor of the latter
Course.
Unwritten Law.
A recent revelation indicatingehat
the defense will be based on dite,"mt-
written law" is found in the suit filed
by Father William Blasowysky, a Po-
lish priest of Bayonne, N. J., against
Thaw. The priest asks for $3100 and
his sworn claim is bared upon an al-
lege.1 arrangement made by him with
Thaw to obtain for Hs defense the
testimony of a Polish girl who came
to this colliery In 19412 and Is geld
to have become a member of White's
"harem." According to her story
she WAN taken from the Ellis bean&
immigration station by a man whom
she did not know and conducted to
White's premises on Twenty-sixth
Street, ..
A Wonderful Happening.
Port hymn, N. Y., has witnessed
one of the most remarkable eases of
healing ever recorded. Amos F.
King, of that place :says: eetteklen't
Arnica Salve cured a sore on mf leg
*Ith which I had "mitered over SO
years. I am now eighty-five." Guar-
anteed to cure all sores, by all drug-
gists, 25.
A rheas Player's Feat.
Dr F,mantiel ',esker. the world's
champion ehees player, engaged in a
new record contest at Hackensack, N.
J., on Saturday night, when he was
pitted against forty players, which he
is cl, wax the largest number
met by one expert at one time.
champion defeated all but four of
the forte. Messes. G. P. Northrup
and A. F. Tarrazl. of the Oradell
Oh ASS Club, • ndi 'Mews. Alonzo M.
tilheafe and George D. Glatz, of tie
Hackensack Wiesimen, were the
ones fortunate to secure draw games
.--New York World
ever
The
It Isn't always the early bird that
worms his way into a girl's affoe-
t ions,
R. J. r. ENNIS
Of Atlanta, Ga., Addresses the Peo-
ple of Paducah On a Matter of
Health.
"To Whom it May Concern: Of late
there has been a good deal of discus-
sion in regard to advertised medi-
cines, their value and power to cure.
"1 want to say to tne people of Pa-
ducah that I believe the most valu-
ab:e cod liver oil preparation, the
best body-builder, health restorer and
strength creator known to medicine
today is Vino'.
"While Vinol does not contain the
system-clogging oil of o/d-fashioned
cod liver ol and emulsions, it actual-
ly does contain all the curative medi-
cinal principles of the cod's liver in a
highly concentrated form, with tonic
iron added and it Is delicious to
take.
"I advise Vinol in my practice, and
find it has no equal for heaiing
coughs, colds, bronchial troubles and
sore lungs.
"I have used Vinol in many cases
of indigestion, mal-assimilation, and
for patients who were anaemic and
rundown with splendid results. I
nave also found Vince to be a boon
to the aged.
"I believe Vino' to be well worthy
of any honest physician's endorse-
ment."
We sell Vinol to the people of Pa-
ducah on an offer to refund money if
it Jails to benefit. W. B. McPher-
son, Ilruggiet.
NOTE—While we are sole agents
for Vinol in Paducah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city in the
country. Look for the Vinol agency
in your town.
ODDMRS IN RAILROAD LAWS.
Some Reqirements Whkh are Pe-
ddler to Certain States.
. _
Montana requires its railroads to
maintain a station at plotted town-
sites of let) inhabitants or more.
Thirty Ettetee have State Railroad
Commissioners, twenty of which have
power to fix rases on purely State
traffic.
Intoxication while on duty Is a eels
demeanor tor a raldroad employe in
Californta and If death refirtlits a fel-
y.
California makes the wrecking óf a
train or an engine a felony punish-
able by death or life Imprisonment,
at the option of the eery.
Reitroade rudning In three miles of
a conies smite' In Oklahoma mnst
build a line We:Pugh the county seat
and establish a 'station.
In South Carotina it is a misde-
meanor for the ex:inductor of a trolley
car to refuse to separate negroee and
white people.
California hula made it a meld,-
menaor to traneport cattle, sheep or
swine In carload lots for more than
thirty-six hours without stopping for
ten hours' rest
Virginia has found it ,neceesary to
pasei a law declaring that for all legal
pit ry , s the words "railroad" and
"railway." are to be considered syn-
ony ITI011 S.
In Massarhusetts the Illegal sale of
street railway transfers is made pun-
ishable by a fine net exceeding $50
or imprisotrment for not more than
thirty drys
The i,egielature of Washington at
Its latest session passed a law inviting
/be meximsem rsilrosid faro for adnlet
3 cents a mee and for children 1 1-2
3 rents a mile for children 1 1-2
cents,.
A trolley company in Vermont
whose cars fail to come to a fiCI *top
net diereety a signal at a grade rail-
road crossing is subject to a fine of
NEW QUARTERS
OVCVPIED BY LOCAL AGENT J. T.
' DONOVAN OF THE I. ('.
Downtown Ticket Office in Palmer
Howe: Block Furnished With
Mahogany.
Read) for business in his new
office was Local Agent John T. Don-
ovan of the Illinois Central Rail-
road company, this morning at 7
o'clock. Saturday the tickets, books
and records of the office, were mo‘,.d
from the old office in the Columbia
building, into the new office just
completed In the Palmer house
block. Sunday was spent by Agent
Donovan and Ticket Agent George
Warfield, in arranging the ticket
files and preparing for the morrow.
The ticket office is one of the
best located and most elegantly ap-
pointed in the state. The furniture
is mahogany and is arranged with
taste. Agent Donovan has plenty of
room and in addition to hie desk be-
hind the counter, has a private of-
fice in the rear for tile transaction
of private business. His clerks and
stenographer will be located in the
new office permanently.
• THE DICTIONARY
OF MISINFORMATION.
Wei Jones—Lexicographer.
ANGLER—One who holds a line
in tils hand and wonders if the crabs
have eaten the bait off his hook.
Angler should not be confounded
with fisherman, one who holds a rod
in his hand and wonders why he
didn't stay at home.
CLAM—The Theodore Roosevelt
of the seashore.'" -
DASCHUND—The longest distance
between two given points, the head
and. the tat'.
"Did you see that daschnnd go
by?"
"Not all of him; I was only on the
corner 15 minutes."—Dippy" Dia-
logues.
FOG—New York sunshine.
"Isn't this a lovely day for Janu-
ary?" "
''Perfect my dear, You can almost
see the other side of the street." —
Broadway Dialogues.
LIFE—The axle grease of life.
MANIPULATE, v.—Used of stocks
-to pice pockets in a gentlemanly way.
TURNIP—A vegetable of wide
distribution, being found In almost
every state in tne union and in straw
berry jam.
$25 for each otnisseort
By the 'erms of a newertatute In
Michigan In a suit by or againet a
railroad company the lsooks of the
company are subject to the inspection
of the Attorney General of the State.
In declieng a :silt arising from the
delay of a shipment of thresters until
after the season for ,the F :e of snub
machinery sad teamed, the Kansas Su
premie Collet held that contain) car-
Here are l:greed wi h a knowledge
of need time and harvest and the gen-
eral customs reeving raereto in the
territory In which. they do business.
In Minnesota railway, telegraph
and expresa 'editions must bear the
loral name of the tononuait), unless
It is blab to be confused by the
names of other potation's ow the same
line
Californki rejoices in a law mak-
ing the cArculation of fraudulent re-
ports regarding the valve of th
stock of a eorporeidon formed In the
State a felony .pitnisbable by two
years' imprisonMent or $5.001) HIPP
or hotel.
Down In Georgia the Supreme
eloute has concluded that an, engl-
utier Is not justified In arting on the
presumption that a child of tender
Years on a rallioad track will sppre-
ante Its danger, au& use the *acre-
tton sallstis kit eiirs out 'Of the
way of an approachles tra4n.- Phil's-
delphla Record.
Loans are freely Made hir the Phil-
ippine commisetegtO the various pro-
‘Incea for the eteCtion of ptiblie
buildings In toe Islands.
CARRIE NATIOIR1
Certainly smashed a hole in the bar-
rooms of Kansas, hut Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup has smashed all records
as a core for Coughs, Bronchitis. In-
fluenza and all Pulmonary diseases.
T. C. H—, Horton, Kansas, -writes: "I
have never found a medicine that
would cure a rough so quirkly as Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup. I have used
it for years."
Sold by all druggists.
THE MORNING OF THE VANDER-
BILT CUP RACE.
Day begav to dawn—a gray Octo-
ber day, damp with the ocean mist
tne still hung low over the country-
side. As it grew lighter, the scenes
presented were the most animated.
As early as 5 o'clock the course was
lined by thousands of 'people, old and
Yetnig, big and little. The turnpike
was constantly packed with vehicles.
Pretty city girls by the thousands
passed along, traveling in automo-
biles with race papas and mammas,
all arrayed In tne latest and strang-
est looking automobile wraps:coma
try girls too, each accompanied by
her best beau, who, with affected un-
concern, devoted his attention to
handling-his excited team. But not
all the motor cars and carriages con-
tained pretty girle There were au-
tomobiles without number, and horse
drawn vehicle's of all descriptions,
jam full Of men; not a few contained
parties who had made a night of it,
sand as the daylight grew stronger,
these presented sorry appearances,
There was a far greater percentage
of dirty collars In Nassau county that
morning than there ever was before.
But what of it' It was a time to let
one's self out a little
Tne sandwich venders were early
abroad scores of them, and a lone
"hot tamale man" did a brisk busi-
ness while his supply of tamale's last-
ed. Then the program barkers ap-
peared. People of all ages and sta-
tions flocked in.
The crowd was now becoming Im-
patient for the race to start: the wire
fetuses were being roveetly • •pelled
down and the more daring ones were
ready to get out on the courses as
soon as the Moe was on. Police and
deputy iheriffe fumed and fussed.
flagmen implored but all were ans-
wered the same way: "We'll get hack
when the cent Rime—we're not amt.-
long to go home In a box.' It was
o'clock ere* seattrl'areer worts
in the reandstand.
Already the raring cars were lined
tsp, one otter the other, lookiflg fit,
evory one, for tthe ten rounds of the
twenty-nine mlie enarte.—I. _V/11-,
a
Hams lacy, Jr., in December "Re-
creatio 
,41
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First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
. Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing. .
. No other like.it in West Kentucky.- Satisfy -yourself by
1
 sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
MRS.C.E. FINK
HEALTH OF WOMEN
In this nine teen th century to keep
up with the march of progress every
power of woman is strained to its
utmost, and the tax upon her physi-
cal system is far greater than ever.
In the good old-fashioned days of
our grandmothers few drugs were
used in medicines. They relied upon
roots, and herbs to cure weaknesses
and disease, and their knowledge of
roots and herbs was far greater
than that of women today.
It was in this study of roots and
herbs that Lydia E. Pinkham, of
Lynn, Mass, discovered and gave
to the women of the world a remedy
more potent and efficacious than
any combination of drugs.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
is an honest, tried and true remedy of unquestionable therapeutic value.
This medicine made from native roots and herbs contains no narcotics
or other harmful drugs and today holds the record for the largest number
of aktual cures of female diseases of any medicine the world has ever
known, and thousands of voluntary testimonials are on file in the
laboratory gt Lynn, Mass., which testify to its wonderful value.
Mrs. C. E. Fink, of Carnegie. Pa., writes:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:— "I
wish every suffering woman would take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and write to you' for advice. It has done me a world of good
and what it has accomplished for me I know it will do for others."
Whep women are troubled with Irregularities, Displacements, Ulcer-
ation, Inflammation, Backache, Nervous Prostration, they should re-
member there is one tried and true remedy, Lydia E. Pinkhain's Vege-
table Compound.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkhane at Lynn, Maas. Out of her vast volume of ex-
perience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your case.
IWe Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-..Why?
Punctuated.
The wife of an army officer at a
western post recently had occasion
to visit a small neighboring town
to do some shopping at what is called
the general store, says Lippincott's.
She was much entertained by- the
variety and antiquity of the stock of
goods, and as she passed out her
eyes were attracted by a pile of met-
toes, elaborately lettered and ornate-
ly framed, the upper one being the
scripture! passage, "Walk in :ove."
As she paused, the clerk, a dap-
per young marl of more affability
than advantages, stepped forward
with the remark, "Them are the
latest things in mottoes. This top one
Is swell to put over a young lady's
door.—"Walk in, love."
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land. In best neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams.) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road, Use 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
graveled in front of this land. Has 75-7 feet front on
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat 'gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, se that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
uice grove of forest trees on It and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road front Is $100.00 per 'acre, of
which $10 Acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running the years. All other lots f65 acre on same
terms While these prices are uniform, there Is difference in
desirability of lots and first customers get choice. Conte
and tee plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity If you fall to take this. On one lot Is new
5-room house which is priced at $800 additional to cost of
land at $65 acre.
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OPEN Pusideirr THE BENT
0 ULIARANTT OP MERIT!
Whea the maker of a medicine, sold
through drqggists for family use, takes
his patients fully Into his contide,pcoa
frankly and fearlessly publishing aro
cast as well as on its bottle wrappers,
a full list of all its ingredients In plain
fhtutish, this action on his part is the
best possible evidence that he is not
afraid to have the search light of inves-
tigation turned full upon lais formula
aud that it will bear the fullest scrutiny
ant the most thorough investigation.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for the
mere of aim weaknesses, periodical pains
and functional derangements of the or-
gans distinctly feminine, is the only medi-
cine put up for sale through druggists for
woman's special use, the maker of which
is not afraid to take his patients Into
his full confidence by such open and
honest publicity.
A glance at the published ingredients
on each bottle wrapper, will show that it
is made whoily from native, American,
medicinal roots, that it -contains no pol-
e:Mous or habit-forming drugs, no nar-
cotics and no alcohol—pure, triple-refined
glycerine, of proper strength being used
Instead of the _commonly employed alco-
hol, both for extracting and preserving
the active medicinal properties found In
the roots of the American forest plants
employed. It is the only medicine for
women's pecular diseases, sold by drug-
gists, that does not contain a large per-
centage of alcohol, which is in the long
run so harmful to woman's delicate, nerv-
ous system. Now, glycerine is perfectly
harmless, and serves a valuable purpose
by possessing intrinsic value all Re own,
and besides it enhances the curative
effect of the other ingredients entering
into the "Favorite Prescription."
Seine of the ablest medical writers and
teachers endorse these views ano praise
all the several ingredients of which "Fa-
vorite Prescription" is composed—rec-
ommending them for the cure of the
very same diseases for which this world-
famed medicine is advised. No other
medicine for women ha e any such pro-
fessional endorsement—worth more than
any number of ordinary testimonials. If
Interested, send name and address to Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., for his little
book of extracts from the works of
eminent medical writers and teachers,
endorsing the several ingredients and
telling jueiswhat L. Plerceat medicines
are made Sif. -It's free for the asking.
RHEUMATISM.
Ilene or Back Palma, Swollen Joints
CURED
THROUGH THE BLOOD
By Botaule Blood Balm (B. B. B.)
There is hope for the most hopeless
case of Rheumatism if the sufferer will
only take Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.)
It invigorates the blood, making it
pure and rich, and destroying the ac-
tive poison in the blood, which causes
the awful symptoms of Rheumatism.
Leading Symptonos—Bone pains, sci-
atica or shooting pains up and down
the leg: aching bacasetiiir t shoulder
blades. swollen Joints or swollen mus-
cles; difficulty in moving around so
you :have to use isiwomparblood thin.
or skin tale; skin 11-illes and burns;
shifting pains; bad bee/NMI sciatica.,
lurnr,,go. gout. etc. Botanic Blood
Balm tu. B. U.) will remove every
symptom, giving quick relief from the
first dose, and B. B. B. sends a rich
tingling Hood of warm, rich, pure blood
direct to the paralyzed nerves, bones
and Joints, giving warmth and strength
lust where It is needed, and iq this
way making a perfect, lasting cure of
Rheumatism. in all its faents.
has made thousands of cures after
medicines or doctors have failed to
help or cure.
Weak.. Inactive Kidneys—iOne of the
causes of Rheumatism is dUe to inac-
tive'. kidneys and bladder. B. B. B.
strengthens weak kidneys and bladder,
draining Off all disci-teed matter and an
uric acid, so the urine flows freely aid
naturally.
Illetanie Blood Balm (11. B. B.) is
pleasant aad Nate to take. Thoroughly
tested for 30 yeare. C ed of Pure
Botanic Ingredients. S
Stomach. cures Dye
per large bottle, at dr
hens cook
Price
ores or by
express prepaid. Sample by writ-
ing Blood Balm Co., atiaata, Ga. Sold
in Paduceb, Ky., by R. W. Walker & ('o.
W. J. Gilbert, Lang Bros., Alvey & List.
emla or write either store.
Juvenile °mart Launched .
Henderson, Ky. Jen..19.—Through
united efforts of fifty promineret cit-
izens a juvenile court has been launch
ed In Henderson. A masa meeting
Thursday night instructed 0ounty
Judge Hawkins Hart to appoint a
chief probate officer and several as-
sistants. The city school board is in
hearty sympathy wliV the ma'ement,
and it is probable that truant officers
will be probation officers. A (dud
for 'support is assured from philan-
throph:ste
DRAUGHON'S
ailaneiS4F6
tIscorporated.)
ROICAll, 312-311 'roadway, sad ORVILLE
27 college. tit 15 Slates. POSITIQN111 se
cured or money RHIPTINDP,D also teach •
maI. Catalogue will convince you II'.
Demi man's TSP. IHIST. Call or send lot
tatalogue.
I 0.1010.4".4 • •'
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IILWELRY
that will charm ants delight the
Judge of fine gems. Rings, Brooch-
es, Ornanwnfkl Combs, Chaim,
Bracelets, etc.
WATCHER
tot Ladies and Ilentlemen, hi gold,
Match Hosea, Cigar Cutters, etc. All
sorts of dainty pieces of silver for my
"lady's" dreads, table.
WAMInit & comma.
14' le.
1HE PADUCATI EVENING SUN.
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REFUGEES
Bu A. CONAN DOYLE,
Author of ..Ths Return of Sherlock hoboes"
COPYRIGHT, 153, Y HkEPER & BROTtleitS
semsemiemsemsememesimmemima,
(Continued from Yesterday.)
"They seem to be drawing closer
upon the east face, and I think that
they will make It rush there before
said Du Lhut
The fire had indeed grown much
fiercer upon the side which was de-
fended by De Catinat, and It was plain
that the main force of the Iroquois
was gathered at that point. From
every log and trunk and cleft and
bush came the red flash with the gray
halo, and the bullets sang in a contin-
uous litreaw through the loopholes.
Antos had whistled a little hole for
-himself about a foot above the ground
and lay upow his face, loading and
firing In his own quiet, methodical
fashfon. Beside him stood Ephraim
Savage, his mouth set grimly, his eyes
tiesking trona wider his down drawn
brow:i and his whole soul absorbed in
the Smiting of the Amalekites. De
Catinat was bearing himself like an
experienced soldier, walking up and
aown ameog hit men with short words
of praise or precept—those fire words.
rough and- blunt, which bring a glow
to the heart and a flush to the cheek.
Seven of his men were down, but as
the attack grew fiercer upon his aide
it slackened upon the others, and the
seigneur, with his son and Du Lhut,
brought ten men to re-enforce him. De
In Noue was holding out his snuffbox
to De Catinat when a shrill scream
from -behind them made them both
look round. Ouega, the Indian wife,
was wringing her hands over the body
of her son. A glance showed that the
bullet had pierced his heart_ and that
be 3V—afl dead. -
For an instant the old nobleman's
thin face grew a shade paler and the
hand which held out the little gold box
&boa like a branch in the wind.
"The De In Noues always die upon
the field of honor," he remarked. "I
think that we should have some more
men in the angle by the gun."
And now it became clear why it was
that the Iroquois had choseif the mitt-
ens pee for their main atteck. it was
that the clump of cover lay midway
between the edge of the forest and
the steckade. A storming party could
creep as tar as that and gather there
for the thud rush. First one crouch-
ing warrior and then a second and
then a third darted across the little
belt of open space and threw theta-
selves- down eonoug the bushes.- The
fourth was hit and lay with his back
broken a few paces out from the edge
of the weed, but a stream of warriors
eontinued to venture the passage until
thireyesix had got, across, and the little
Patch 0, lintlerwood was "full of lurk-
ing savages. Athos Green's time had
come.
Frog/ where be lay he could see the
whitetateli where he had cut the bark
from e -birch sapling, and he knew
Unit limeediately undernea.lh it lay the
powdei' bag. He sighted the mark and
then slowly lowered his barrel until he
had got to the base of the little tree as
nearly as he cauld guess it among the
tangle of bushes. The bullet penetrat-
tit the. bag, and there was an explo-
sion which shook the manor house and
swayed the whole line of stout stock-
ades; as though they were cornstalks
In tl breeze. Up to the highest sum-
mits of the trees went the huge calumn
of blue smoke, and after the first roar
there was a deathly. silence, which was
broken by the patter and thud of fall-
10ty Vas it heat, one. Of the
thirty-six warriors, all picked for their
valor, only four regained the shelter of
the woods and those so torn and shat-
tered that they were spent men. Al-
ready the Iudians had lost heavily, and
this fresh digester made them recon-
sider their plan of attack. Their fire
gradually slackened.
"Is it possible that they are goidg to
abandon the attack?" cried De Catinat
Joyously.
But the wily Du Lhut shook his
head. "A wolf would as soon leave a
knif gnawed bone as an Iroquois such
prize as this."
"But they have lost heavily."
"Aye, but not so heavily as ourselves
in proportion to our numbers. They
have lost fifty out of a thousand and
We twenty out of threescore. No. no;
they are holding,- a 'pounce!, and we
rail soon hear them again.  Rut
.1 may be some hours first, and if you
Will take my advice you will have an
heed's sleep, for you are not, as I can
see by your eyes, as ueed to doing
Without It as I am."
De Ostinat was Indeed weary to the
text pitch of human endurance. Amos
Orem' and the seaman had already
Wrapped themselves in their blankets
Ind sunk to sleep under the shelter of
his stockade. The soldier rushed up-
:Mire to Kr a few words of comfort
te the trembling Adele, and then,
throwing himself dowu upon a couch,
he slept the dreamless' sleep of an ex-
hnusted man. When at last he was
aroused by a thigh sputter of musketry
lire from the woods the sun wits al.
reedy low In the heaeens, and the
Mellow light of evening tinged the
bare *ails of the room. He sprang
from his couch, seised his muitket and
rustled downstairs. The defenders
Were gathered at their loopholes once
mere:1'whilorDu Lhut, the .*1 and
Amos Oscan Waite whispidialgteliallerld
together.
"What I. it then? Are they coming
on?" be asked.
"They 'are up to mime deviltry." Reid
Iin Linn, peering out at the corner of
the enibrasure. "They are gathering
illikipp,delnalattiontaKma
thickly at the east fringe, and yet the
firing comes from the north. It is not
the Indian way to attack across the
open, aneyet, if they think help is
corning from the fort, they might ven-
ture.-
"The wood in front of us Is alive with
them," said Amos. -They are as busy
as beavers among the underwood."
"Perhaps they are going to attack
from this side and cover the attack
by a fire frota the flank."
"That is what I think." cried the
seigneur. "Bring the spare guns up
here aud all the men except five for
each side."
The werds were hardly out of his
mouth wheu a shrill yell rose from the
wood', and in an instant a cloud of
warriors burst out and charged across
the open, howling, springing and wav-
ing their guns and tomahawks in the
air. Some of those in front bore canoes
between them, anti us they reached the
Ftexikade they planted them against it
and swarmed up them as if they had
been scaling ladders. Others fired
through the embrasurei-and lOopholes,
the muzzles of their guns touching
those of the defenders, while others
again sprang unaided on to the tops of
the palisades and jumped fearlessly
down upon the loner side. The Cana-
dialog fired while they had time to load,
tind then, clubbing-their 'muskets,
smashed fairlons - at 'every red Ilea
which showed above the rails.
The din within the stockade was in-
feraal. the shouts anti cries of the
French, the wheoping of the savages
anti the terrified screaming of the
frightened women blending into one
.0.,readful uproar, above which could be
heard the bleb, shrill voice of the old
sclerneuW imploring his censitaires to
stmiti fast. With Du Lhut, Amos, De
qatinat end Ephraim Savage, he was
ele-r In the firefront of the defense.
90 desperately did they fight, the sword
and musket butt outreaching the tome-
hewk. that though at one ttine fifty Iro-
quois were over the palisades they had
slain or driven back nearly all of them,
;then a fresh wave burst suddenly over
3 soits defentlens. Du Lhut saw in ane uth face, which had been stripped
iostant that that:tack:011re was lost anti
that only one thing could' save the
hoase.
"Hohl them for an instant!" he
screconed, and, rushing at the brass
gun, e,al,rueitbiflndsealmvud
tared it straight inee ,the thick of the
savages. Then, as, they recoiled for an
instant, he stitch a nail into 'the touch-
hale and dreve It home with a blow
from the butt of his gun. Dashing
across the yard, he spiked the gun at
the other corner And was back at the
door as the remnants of the garrison
were hurled agniust It by the rusk of
the assailants. The Canadlans darted
In and swung the ponderous mass of
wood into positiod breaking the leg Of
the foremost warrior who had striven
to follow them. Then for an Instant
they had time for breathing and for
counsel.
(To be Contlaned.)
WHY
Should your baby suffer? When he is
fretful and restless, don't experiment
on him and use any old thing your
neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of
White's Cream Vermiruge, greatest
known worm medicine and cure for all
children's diseases. It is mild In its
action, builds .up the system, makes
thin, puny babies fat. Mrs. .1.
Smith, Tampa. Mts., writes: "My b
was thin and sickly, noted not rc45fl
It food and cried all night. I used
one bottle of White's Cream Vermlfuge
and In a few days baby was laughing
happy and well."-
Sold by all druggists.
Mrs. Vick's Will.
The will of Anna America Vick,
dated July 29, 1946, and witnessed
Y A. A. Casper and-E. L. Thompson,
was filed for probate in county court
today. She divided her property
both personal and real equally among
her stix children. They are Ben B.,
1,innie E., J. He Frank L., Lucy H.,
and William .M. Vick. Ben ,F. Vick
is made executor.
He sannot reach heaven who gets
I. of touch with earth.
THE REASON WHY
only' the purest, freshest drugs
enter our prescriptions is, that
with our large and growing
business, we are able to turn
over our stock of medicines,
chemicals and pharmaceutical
preparations a dozen times a
year, where a smaller drug-
gist can move his euppliest
only once or twice. In this
way our prescriptions are
fresh, potent and of depend-
able quality And are sum to
act as your physician expects.
• Extreme care is given each
prescription by competent reg-
istered clerks, and our careful'
checking system insures
against mistakes. "
M c Pherson's
Fourth aod Broadivoy
TAFT HAS WIEN
ON HIS SHOULDERS
lndiansGive Up Land and Seek
New Home In Northwest.
Now They Ask Govenunent to Allow
Them to Live Is Tribal Relations
in Some Other Place,
SERIOUS QUESIION RAISED
Washington, Jan. 21.—sweeretary
Taft is bearing "the Waite man's bur-
den" for this administration, and it
seems to get bigger and heavier as
time passes. He has broad should-
ers and broad views, and his tact and
happy disposition have made hint eli-
gible for most of the difficult jabs that
are floating around. He is called
'the great American peace-maker' and
"The conciliator general" and has
earned those titles. He not only has
to sit on the lid now and then, but,
if trouble breaks out anywhere, the
president sends him to settle it.
"The white nian's burden" he is carry
ing is not limited to the Filipinos,
tee tgorrotes, the Moros; the Negri-
tom, the Guatuitee, the Cubans and
the Porto Ricans, but, by reason of
their insubordination, the White Riv-
er Utes have recently come, under his
jurisdiction and next week be will
vary his usual programme by trying
to conciliate the nott:e (red man. 0)1-
o el Rodgers will bring him a bunch[
rte Indians who were rounded tipa
o irtlire plains of Wyoming last sum-
mer.
It is a very interesting case, and
the incidents illustrate the conse-
quences of the inconsiderate and un-
just manner in which the Indians are
often treated by Congress.
-There are three tribes upon the
Itintah reservation of Utah—the
Uintahs tae lincornpahgres and
White River Utes. In 1904 congress
passed an arbitrary act requiring that
their lands should be allotted to them
In severalty and the resuainder of the
re..5ervation Opened to ,white settle-
thepal by Sept. 1, 1905. The land
hunters were in a hurry and would
not, -wait. The commissioner of In-
dian affairs eays: "The allotments
had to be made nastily because the
act directed the opening of the reser-
vation did not allow et reaonable
tepee, ,, Iteasems imgoegablee.to aupieli
the land before the opening, much
less before the allotments were made,
and not even yet are approved plats
for all townships •containing allot-
ments procurable. As must always
be the case tinder circumstances like
thew,. the allotment amounted' to lit-
tle more titan a reserwetion of what
was believed to be sufficient Land of
the right character. The patents for
the allotments have all teen issued,
but a large part of them do not de-
scribe the land correctly. The errors
are material and many disappoint-
ments. will occur. It is certain that
some persons, both Indian allotees
and white homesteaders, will lose a
part of the lands they have selected,
and a great deal of additional eatior
and expense will be thrown upon tile
government, all due to the unwise
haste with which a work was pushed
use that properly demands de-
I.Tzetao utitesaadwecnatreL)*Ine
-from Wash-
ington In a sullen mood and began
to save their money until the pastur-
age on the plains and the valleys were
In good condition last eering, when
&boot. 409 of them struck their te-
Pews. and left the reservatioa and,
like toe children of Nowt fleeing
from Egypt, they crossed Utah anti
Wyoming on the way to "some bet-
ter country," which they believed
must exist in the Northwest. They
moved gradually toward the North-
west for a couple of montns. They
had plenty of money and -bought sup-
plies of food, arms and -ammunition
at the towns along the way. They
killed a good deal of wild game, but
did not touch any private stock. They
stole nothing, they Interferred with
no one tney did not intrude upen
fenced land they kept to the regular
roads and trails, they showed abso-
lute respect for the rights of the Me-
tiers, and were quite as well-behaved
as any similar number of white men
who might go out on a annting expe-
dition.
Their agent followed them Into
Wyoming, urging and admonishing
them to return to their own country,
trying to point out to teem the use-
lessness of the project they nad in
view. But they insisted that when
the government took their lands
Reny from thetri It created them citi-
zens and made them independent like
""iiiiiite men, with the right to go where
they pleased and do what they pleas-
ed, which lis perfectly true. .When
the agent reported this to the commis
Owner of •terthete affable Saw {attar ea.
paled! "Explain to teem that the citi-
zenship to which they &tribute their
independence has Ile burdens as well
as Hs privileges and that they are lito ° It. is * poor kind of sympathy that
,ble to punishuT, .14.isutbr.t:.i.0e 17
i
al au .exhaasts Itself in a sigh
e 
EVER WATCHFUL.
A SU, Care 111:11101andolamy Padu-
cah Readers Future Trouble.
Wetch the kidney secretions.
..Steethitt they..have the amber hue
of neaith;
The discharges not
fraltiente
Contain
ment.
Doan's
for you.
They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're sick.
J. A. Houser, of 1420 South ninth
Street carpenter Paducah, says:
"I have_been subject to kndney com-
plaint all my life; not constantly or
seriousiy, liot every now and then—
sometimes Without warning. I have.
attacks some of which lay me up. I
noticed that the contraction of a cold
always effected my kidney secretions.
Like I nad tried' more than one pre-
paration I got Dean's Kidney Pills
at Geo. C. Kolb, Son & Co's. drug
store and-took them. The last -attack
disappeared. So pleased was I with
the result tnat I gave D.oan's Kidney
Pills to a child of mine annoyed with
weak kidneys. The results obtained
stamp Doan's Kidney Pills as being
up to representat/ons.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Reinember the name—Donna—gel
'take no other.
excessive or in-
no "brick-dust like" sedi-
Kidney Pills will do this
thotities for any unlaWful act they
Mae commit."
But they did not commit any un-
lawful act. They minded their own
businhss and behaved themselves- in
a remarkable peaceful and ord-erly
matmee 1-
 1
Drop at Bottle From a Balloon, and
You Go Up' 400 Feet.
Ne writer ever described the sen-
sations of ballooning with such per-
ticutarity as does A. W. -FiOlker in
his article on "Sky Sailing, the New
sport" in The American Magazine
for November. The author is a JOY
to the reader because he relates all
the little things that you want to
know. He is indeed a traveller re-
turned from a land of woaders, pos-
sessed, of a passion to tell what he
has seen, and equ:pped with. the pow-
er to, write entertainingly.
Among the numerous specific facts
that Mr. Rolker reports, the follow-
ing are interesting:.
"It is while discharging ballast to
enter the- higher altitudes that you
get your first idea of the hair-trigger
halanetes of the giant contrivance
keeping you afloat. Your pilot takes
a small woolen scoop no larger than
an ordinary-sized soup ladle, digs in-
to one of the sand bags and scatters
a single 'shovelful' overboard, Up
darts your balloon-1'0o, 200, 30o
feet. An ordinary-sized bottle of
beer spilled overboard lightens the
balloon enough to send it up 2.50 feet
and if eou happen to be over a vacant
need where you can drop the bottle
itself without risk of killing anyone,
the release of this weight will send
you up another SOO feet. So deli-
ca.ely poised is your balloon once it
has struck its balance that you could
push it up or pull it down from 300
to 400 feet with strength equal to
that, of your little finger.
"When a mere cloud passes be-
tween you and the sun, causing in-
stant contraction of the gas in the
balodn? Wit .envelete become* baggy
are§ 'MIMS Mt once and you bees: to
fait, Sometime at the rate of a -thous-
and feet a .minute, although you have
no warding of this other than toe
statorec,pe and no sensation except
the thrill as )ou see the alarming ra-
pidity with which the earth qrneti
-nearer you, Threescoopfole of mend
may be necessary to sacrifice bef
you again' strike your ,balience. and
the next moment the sun darts from
behind the cloud, warms the balloon,
and the envelope taotens almost With
a bang and you go kiting upward un-
der your lightened load until you are
to -let out gas to prevent going up
above your original revel. Then It is
that you begin to understand why the
bugbear of the aeronaut is alternate
cloud and sunshine, why he prefers
sailing during tae night, anti why, if
he does sail throughout a day, he
mounts high above the clouds In con-
tinuous sunshine where, the volumc
of gas in the balloon remains con-
stant."
Long Live the King!
Is the popular cry throughout Ewel-
l-teen countries; while in America. the
cry of the present day is "Long live
Die King's Nevi'Discovery, King of
Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
which Mrs. June Ryder Paine, Truro
Mass., says: "It never fails to give
in:mediate tettet and to quickly cure
a cough or cold." Mrs. Paine's opin.
lob is shared by a majority of the in-
habitants of this country. New Dis-
covery curets weak lunge and sore
throats after all, other remedies have
failed; and for (-mete and colds It's
the only. ours CALM Guarsuiteed 'ay
all druggists. 641c and $1.00 Trial_
bottle free.
Oak Dale Hotel.
PAGE SEVEN.
Modern Plumbing
You cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsasitary.
Modern plumbing and 6sith room equipment
makes  you  hems lissigst  and. coraionable.
litsailisorpliumbing figures are the note durable
and sanitary fixtutes nada. We image llas lute
and add our o,,n saramce to the- manufactuatirs.
We combine skilled, experienced labor with rea-
sonable pools and prompt service.
E. D. Hannan
TO LET
Several superior Offices on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
- IneOrpie. - t
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122424 N. Fourth St. Phones 7157
1 CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
OlaUberIS Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
et, 1011718 AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PAORE/r COMPANI
'OR TENNESSEE RIVER,
vartityfFe-r
'et‘tiiesteviirc*.
STEMIE1 CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tea:Basset Rive,
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT Mamba
EUGENE ROBINSON Cleat
This company Is not responsiblo
for Invoice charges unless collects"
by the clerk of the boat.
1 
Sates 
$
131 arcooloy.kport, Ht.
Eventhing OK.
*ma k Lactase, Proprietress
NEW STATE 110i€1,
D. A. Palley, P•ep.
MErROPOLIS,
Newest and b-eArdilf; the city
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms. -.,Bath rooms. Electric
lignts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Pitittlate
Henry Mammen, Jr.
Ineoved to PIN oott kostocky,
dook Binding, Bank Work, legs
and Libre re Work a mecialt•
NEW 3UBSC1UBERS.
 1 List of new subscribers sdtled by
id rot. Knickir—lAttnic, husbanA the East Testnesece Telephone C
nittical?" pany today:
rs. Bocker—"No; he remembers
833—Read, J. J., 1201 S.'Sth.a winter jug:, like this whea he etrae
3020—Jaekson, George W.. 721
a boy, hilt he won't regall in_ errearel_
S. Sth.
I esked him to do In town litt• •j,.orn- _ 30.18.—.. , , „. -xi-. -mamee
lag "—New York Sun. • 1_,
' • le„ 23a S. 6th.
619—SoutilErn Peanut Co., 220 S.'To have deliciOus. brown cakes for -x-1st.
breakfast, mix cold water with Mrs.
Aust:n's Pancake flour. 
3016—Holpin, M. J., 433 N. 4th.
EVANSVILLE, r•LDUCIAll
CAIRO LLNE.
(Ineorporatel.)
Evansville and Paducah
(Daily litxcept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Erany
home.
eille and way landings at II a. m.
aSpecial excursion rate now in 'st- Call1100 for tenger
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table aneurysms&
@TEARER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Calro and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily eiss
("apt Sunday. Special ercusion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Celts
and return, with or without mesh
and room. Good music and table SI
surpassed.
Tor further Information apply it
S. A. Fowler, General Pates. Agent, o:
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a'
Pow le r-crn minuet I Co's ogles
Both phones No. SS.
We hail In the erty over 3,000 sub-
LIR scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we haves
G3 times as manwoubscribers as the
Psck"• Independent compaty. Yet it will
Iplace a telephone in your residence
I at the same rate the Independent corn
party is supposed to charge, and pro-
dde in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million eeople from you?
information.
KILL TN R COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
12---VIITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
Cou
ONSUEPTION !Mc,
fon ois aid t0C &$IAN/
LDS Five Trial.
..-- Nimommommee 
Surest ...Lid lituickent Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY TIACE.
•
•
•
A
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The Kentucky Tuesday Night, January 22
A Society and Theatrical Treat
JANE CORCORAN
Formerly Starring in "Pretty Peggy," But Now Presenting the New York Empire
Theater Comedy Success
THE FREEDOM OF  SUZANNE
Under the Personal Direction of Arthur C. Aiston.
Prices $1.50, $1.00, 75c, 50c, 35c, 25c; Box seats $2. Seats on sale Monday 9 a. m.
}hien Darling in "Ti.. tb(yal Chef," at llte Kentucky tonight.
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
It i estimated that et-least fifteen
thousand people are homeless; on ac-
count of the flotalittaef tile lawer sec-
tions of Cincinnati and the cities on
the Kentucky side of the Ohio at that
point.
Four men are to be hanged in Ken-
tucky on Friday, Feartiary 15 next
under judgments of coert, the gover-
nor fixing the date far execution.
They are Guy Lyon and W. R. Fletch-
er, of Logan county, convicted of com-
mitting criminal assault, and Ben
Huffaker, of las on matey, (tritil'aisese
Fitzgerald, of Knex (empty, sentenced
on conviction itt netider.
At least sixesii poop] • «ere crush-
ed Of blertled to de eh in
at Fowler, md., It•twein a passenger
train and a freight on tlit• Cleveland.
Cincinnati. Chicage and St. Louis
railioal. Ten p rs rWi S eu Ser:(IIIF-
ly injured. The eo11',...tit w.L.; caused
by the, passenger tatio running by a
signa, in a &OK('
The International Brotherhood of
Bookbinders, wie, h ha t2solie mem-
bers, Is taging a ef.isseluni vote as
to what day a a,m;und for an e!ght-
hour day, which :he easanization lets
decided upon, 'shall gi. nto-effect.
At a meeting of tile executive cam-
.nriittee ut the Soto hern Industrial and
Immigration ..aseet iatien at Dirm:na-
Item, Ala., plans wise adeptisi - tor
the establishment of all immigration
leagtse In awry southern state. ,
Gov. 13. 11 Comer, of Alabama, was
the principal speaker before the South
ern Cottfot association at Birming-
ham, Ma., liarvie JOrdan has decid-
ed to accept the presidency of the as-
sociation for anorher year.
The statement of the Now York
clearing house banks for the past
1114,ek shows that the banks bola $1R.-
460.700 More than the legal reserve
requirements. Tieing an inereptste'of
$9.00.04. ac compared with the
preadous week.
Flood conditions prevail al over
cm.atpril. KentqekJaY, _.trettie
are all behind lime sad thounands.of
logs have been lost. All log booms
are being closely wateired.
Ilidifou Is almost entirely under we-
t• r enly two hnildints being on dry
ground. A geperal store null Oho
loatoffive at Gum, five miles below,
eere washed away by the flood,
Twenty-five deaths within the last
fifteen days is the record of fatalities
frcm a strange disease in a region
along tile Canadian river, about four
and a half miles front Konowa, I. T
M:- 'tavola who was the enecial
plenipot.eitiary of France at the Al-
geciras conference, has been ap-
Relived to succeed Jules Camben as
!Freitch ambassodor at Madrid.
Railroads are practically at a stand
Mill ill-Oregon and Washington 1w-
cause of the inability of the compan-
1 ic-; to obtain fuel-for locomotives.
Two stares, within less than half a
Neck of the Hammond _Meet pollee
station 10 Cincinnati were entered
and robbed of $5,000 worth of fine
furs.
The political excitement over the
coming ea-team in Germany is at fev-
er heat, and the eanipaign addresites
are listened to by thousands of peo-
ple
Nlit. SAUNDERS FOWLER
RECEIVES $I ANNUALLY
Probably the lowest salary drawn
by am official is paid Mr. Saunders
Fowier, ,who gathers and publisn-
ee the river bulletins, stages of the
rivers at different points and weather
indication and other .official news.
Mr. Fowler has held the position for
A
a number of years, and the United
States pay him $1 a year for his ser-
vices. "I would, of. course do the
work for nothing," said Mr.Fowleran
commenting on it. "but the govern-
ment never permits anyone to work
for it for nothing."
NIANY S4'1100144 TO CLOSE
DURING NEXT SEVEN DAYS.
This week from ten to fifteen coun-
ty schools will close and Superin-
tendent itillington expects to see them
all, wtth one exception, closed bY
Kuck.,
-"We .have hail an excellent. tern;
with good attendance considering the
weather," he mid. "There is one
school buck of Oak Grove Waist by
Miss 'Viral° Hudson which will not
elOse until late.
WALKED IN RAIN
'EARL WALTERS AND DRIVER
BLOCKED BY BIG STREAM. '
Farmers Denied Them Shelter and
They Tramped Four Miles in
Teeth of the Gale.
I Forced to abandon his team be-
cause of a swollen creek, Earl Wal-
ters, the Paducah traveling man, and
his driver, walked over four miles in
the fierce rain and wind storm Sat-
urday evening to Merion, Ky., for
shelter.
Walters was traveling in Livings-
ton and Crittenden counties overland.
He had (alight buggy and two heavy
trunks. Tne Loads were nearly im-
passable, but he forged ahead. He
was caught in the storm between Sa-
lem and Marion. A creek, swollen
over the banks and impossible to
ford, barred the way. Walters ap-
plied at several farm houses for shel-
ter in vain.
"We finally found a place where
the team was stabled, but no room
could be had for ourselves." Walters
stated. "I told my driver that we
would nave to sleep in the stable,
but at that juncture we heard a
train whistle. Learning the railroad
was only across the field, we secur.
ed a lantern and had one of the
most strenuous walks in our lives.
At times the wind was so strong that
It nearly blew Os off the tracks, and
we could not see ten feet ahead of
us for the rain."
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo  44.3 2.7 rise
Chattanooga .. 0.5 rise
Cincinnati . 3.2 rise
Evansville'  
Florence 
.651
....44.9 1.,5 rise
4.5", 0.6, rise
Johnsonville ....10.3 1.2 rise
Louisville .......40.1 4.5 rise
Mt. Carmel 22.R 0.2 rise
Nashville 21.1 R.2 rise
Pittsburg  .1RA 2.6 fall
St. Louis 25.5 6.R rise
Mt. Vernon 45.6 2.3 rise
Paducah 39.7 2;1 rise
High 'wind caused many boats to
tie tip Saturday night. The Dick
Fowler tied up just above Brookport
and did not reach Paducah until
Sunday morning. The Dick Fowler
sot away this morning with a good
trip for Cairo.
The Joe Fowler also was delayed
by the wind, not arriving from Ev-
ansville until Sunday night. and left
this morning on the return trip be-
fore noon,
After getting a good corn trip ,at
Caseyville, the Chattanooga returned
here Sunday night and this morning
was loaf-ling at the N., C. & I.
wharfboat. preparatory to leaving
this afternoon for Chattanooga,
A sharp.eye was kept out at the
Wharfboat Saturday night 4n the
fierce Rale but no trouble was ex-
perienced. No damage has been re-
ported from up or down the river.
other than the sinking of five barges
of ties at Brookport and Joppa.
It, is improbable that the Lee line
vilirstart out this week as the river
is even higher than when the packets
quit, in the present Stage it is lm
possible to make many of the langl-
int*.
Buttora came In front Mash-
y We timidity night and reteeved
freight until noon today when mhs
eft on the dung trip to Clarksville.
While the hiasterfesi eondition of
the Ohio river is causing morrow to
the pacleets, which ply that stream,
•
the Tennessee river boats are running,
on schedule Dine as if in a 
landlockedinland lake. The Kentucky will ar- DEATHS (IF A DAY
rive tonight from the Tennessee rievr.
lying over until Wednesday evening.
January, 1907, will go on record
with the largest rainfall in many
rears-es far back as the river rec-
ords go, The protracted warm weath-
er will be another noteworthy tea:-
ure of the month,
The Jim Duffy arrived today from
the Cumberland river wit ha tow of
ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
Only one gangway, thet one at the
north end, is being used at the wharf-
boat now.
LEE'S BIRTHDAY1
CELEBRATION HELD IN SPITE OF
THE WEATHER.
Eloquent Addresses • and Beautiful
Music-Crosses Conferred on
Three Sops of Veterans.
Although the unfavorable weather
cut down the- attendance, a large
crowd assembled - at the Broadway
Methodist churaTo Saturday evening
to honor the 10th anniversary of
General Robert E. Lee. The exercises
began at 7:30 o'clock and lasted the
greater part of two hours.
Capt. R. J. 13aTber spoke briefly
on the purpose of the gathering and
was followed by the Rev. J. R. Hen-
ry in prayer. Rev. W. T. Bolling
read an excellent eulogy of General
Lee. A nymn by the choir was fol-
lowed by the reading of General
Lee's address to the Confederate ar-
my, and this in turn was followed by
the distribution of crosses of honor.
Mrs. ,James Koger conferred the
crosses of honor on William
13. McPherson, Saunders A. Fow-
ler and Philo Aleott, sons of veter-
ans. Captain R. J. Barber in a grate-
ful speech thanked Mrs. Kiiger
The service was closed with the bene-
diction by the Rev. W. E. Cave of
the First Presbyterian oburrh.
Members of the James T. Walbert
camp of Confederate Veterans were
sealed on the front seats.
The service was a most impresalve
one, It is probable that the veterans
will have Dr. Bolling's address pub-
lished and sold.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens-25c to 55a.
Eggs-25c doz.
But ter- -25c M.
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu. Sfac.
Country liams-15c
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60e.
Green Sausage-10c NO
Sausage--141c lb.
Country Lard-12e lb.
Celery-75c bunch.
Turnips-50c bit.
Parsnips-$1.06 ha.
Green Tomatoes--54le basket
Turnips-Three for 10e.
Lettuce---10c.
Spinach-60c bit
Peas-10c qt.
Rabbits-I5c each:
•Hlooey-1 7c lb.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat-76c bu.
Corn-52c bu. In sacks.
Corn-510c bu. In sacks.
Hay-Prom jobbers to resell deal
ers-Strict grades. ChelC'e Tim..
r21; No. 1 Tim., $24). No. 2 Tim.,
$19. Fancy northern clocer $20.
From] country wagons at public quid
Ity medium to very poor, $2 to III
Per toe for valorem natxtiarem. .
BohscrIbe for The. BIM,
Dr. D. A. Watts,
A Lake city (Fla.) paper says:
One of the most lamentable of
deaths oecuring in Lake City in years
was that of Dr. D. A. Watts, one of
out cadeit and most beloved citizens,
on Saturday afternoon last, at his
home in the northern part of toWn.
Recently, Ms health beeomiag im-
paired, he has had. several attacks of
illness, the last of which caused his
death. But the end came in the pres-
ence of his family-his wife and
three children-Mr. T. (a Watts-, of
Tallaha-,asee: Mr. W. F. Watts, of
this city, and Mrs, J. 'H, G. Slaughter
of Bethlehem, Tenn.; Mrs. S. H. Bak-
er of New Orleans, the last surviv-
ing member of his family, was also
present,
Dr. Watts was a native of Meade,
county, Ky., and was born near Lou-
isville In 1R34. After graduating at
the Philadelphia medical college, he
returned to Kentucky, but went to
Paducah to reside, about the year
1859. Here he engaged in the prac-
tice of his chosen profession-that of
medicine-in conneetkm with which
he conducted a successful drug busi-
ness. It was here in Paducah, as .!
young man, that he met and marriee
Nliss Ellen D. Fauntleroy. of th:c
place, who survives him. In 18$4 he
removed with his family to this state
and to Lake City. After residing for
b. short time at White Springs, he
again removed to Lake City, where
he once more took up the practice of
medicine In connection with his'phar-
macy. For years he was president of
the Columbia county board of health,
under our former health laws.
The funeral services were held at
the family residence Sunday after-
noon at 2:D0 o'clock and he was laid
to rest in Lake City cemetery. Rev
Mr. Eggers, of the Second Advent
church, officiated.
Oldest Man in Maws! Cou- nty.
'Fratt Meyer, 92 years old, a native
Of Germany and the oldest inhabi-
tant of Massac county, Ill., died this
morning at 4 o'clo.ce at his home in
Metropolis. Death was due to old
age. He had lived in southern Illi-
nois 55 years and for a number of
years conducted a farm bark of
Brookpore He is survived by a num-
erous family. .
Joe Gouvoeux.
Joe Gourieux. 47 years old, died
at his home, 713 South Fourth street,
Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock, of a
complicat:on of (Diseases after an ill-
ness of two years. He was born in
St. boats and came to Paducah when
two years old. He learned th• trade
of carpenter and followed it far soy-
.
eral years. Later hp went into poli-
tics anti then the saloon business.
He served successfully as market
master and as a patrolman on the
city police force. He had been for
twenty-five year" in the [saloon busi-
ness and at the time of his death was
proprietor of "The Sherman" on
North Fourth street.
He leaves a wife and two eons,
Messrs. George and Gus Gourieux.
He leaves a half brother, Mt. Emile
0ourieux, of the Illinois Central car
shops, and a brother, Roundoman
Emil Gourieux, of the police force.
Three sisters survirezhim. They are
Mrs. Tobe Owen, Mrs. John Arm-
strong and Mra. Minnie McAdams, all
residing in Paduenh.
Mr. Gourieux had been ill several
years. He went. to Hot springs two
year sago for treatment but was M-
B* benefitted. He suffered from an
In theitThirtitn, 'awl' al-
though he site out until it few days
prior to his demise, his ease WAS
considered hopeless.
The fetioral latir be held tomorrow
morning at 110 o'clock at the rood-
'deuce, the akir. Wallets Dourquln
Watch the Stamp to See the Age
Early Times and Jack Beam
WHISKIES
Bottled in Bond
The oldest bottling is spring '99
Exactly Eight Summers Old
SOLD EVERY-WHERE
IThe Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
Youtetalsandsome, well
appointdel carriages
when I serve you. We
give ponnt personal at-
tention at all times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 9 1 5•R
officiating. The burial wit: be In
Oak Grove cemetery. The par:bear-
ers are:
Honorary, Mows. Mann, Clark,
James Collins, William Kraus, Henry
Orrne, Cas G. Singleton and Henry
Diehl, Sr. Aotive: Tom
George Goodman, John
Marl ie Smedley, Frank
James Eakee,
Potter,
Miler,
Mayans,
Mrs. Ella Anderson.
%trio. Er.s Anderson. 20 years old(
wife of Richard Anderson, of 1217
Jvackeon street, the Illinois Central
shops, died. Sunday afternoon at 2
o'clock of heart trouble after an 111
Fwit of several week• She came here
deveral nvonths ago from Shetlers-
vIlle, Ill., and leaves a !husband, end
a mother and step-father in Stietteves-
ville, Ill. The body was taken to
her former home in Illinois and will
be buried lomorrew
GIRL ASSAULTED
SUNDAY EVENING
(Continued from page one.)
the negro. Placing toe prisoner in
the wagon they drove to Miss Stev-
ens' home, where she readily Identi-
fied him. Ed Sears, a young man
who saw the assault, also states that
Trice is the negro he saw, and wheD
the city hall was reached Trice was
placed in a cell without bond.
MIRO Stevens is about IR )ears
lieroarente recently went to
Dyctiehttegand mite boarded at 1349
South TaIrd street. After the assault
she was ner.vous naterifty. but was
not prostrated by the excitement.
Its' had worked at the St. ellchetes
. • - . .
The aegro at the cit. hall stated
hotel six years as porter and declar-
e( he had done nothing and did not
know what he had been arrested for.
He _asked permission to make bond
witch was refused on account of the
.eriousness of the charge.
Several nights ago Mrs. Lett* Far-
rar was robbed of $16 by a negro
purse snatcher who attacked 'ner at
Ohio and Third streets,' and the po-
:ice are investigating with hopes of
convicting Trice With the crime. He
answers the description,
Story of Assault.
Concerning the assault Miss Stev-
ens said:
"I was walking on the weal side of
Third street. I first noticed the ne-
gro on the opposite side of the street
coming toward me, as I crossed Nor-
ton street. I was waji Attlth my
hands clasped behind m
passed the eleotrie light just between
the Shelton foundry and the itiggiess-
berger ceeidenee, he grabbed at my
hands. I broke loose and walked
fast towards my home. I had prev-
iously stopped in Carl Tucker's store
to eet the negro pass, fearing he
meant trouble. The second attempt
was made at an alley a short (Detentes
beyond the SeeThe of the first attack,
could smell the negro's breath laden
with the fumes of whisky, and he
'lu rm.(' . Mr. Beavers ran to mt AA-
istance, and I told him what had
(wetirred. lie gave chaste and caught
the negro.
"I work for the Cumberland Teles
phone company as exchange opera-
tor, and my motber, Mrs. M. L. Bond,
resides now in Dycusburg, Ky. Last
night I had no purse with me, and be
couldn't have been after money."
Warrant for Detaining Woman,
A Warrant Was !giggled again 
Trice charging him with detaining a
woman against her will, SI141 when
the MRS Waa (-ailed in' police court
this morning, continued until Thurs-
day.
.1 Second Warrant Issued.
Poi ;•-e Judge D, A, Cross issued a
second warrant this morning smarter
Tele*, charging him with highway
nobbery. Ile was identified by Mrs.
bottle Farrel- as the negro who
her pnrse nevemt nights
ago; also by N'ilitatt) Robinson who
saw the negro running after the rob-
bery had beau cortrtnitterl.
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